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Residents of Calloway County are
eating out Mere frequently- than in
former years, according to a recent
survey. •
As a consequence, they are spending
considerably, -more- An -restaurants,
eating places and in fast-food emporid.
The changing pattern slows tip in a
-.comparison --of their - cd'irent -
P,W,Pclitur.e.s with thw of 15 years ago*
In -the-past year, the figures indicate,
the total spent for outside eating
amounted' to' $5--,293000 more than was
spent 15 years ago. In part, this was due
to inflation, the figures reveal,
however.
The findings are from the new,
copyrighted "Survey of Buying
Power," released by Sales and
Marketing Management.
Commenting on the trend, it states
that -rising personal. income, -a
dramatic surge in the number of
working wives, greater accessibility of
restaurants, the proliferation of fast-
-food outlets, increased popularity of
vacation-trips, even the higher prices of
food at the supermarket — these are
some of the factors making more
America= more of-their eating
away from home." —
In , Calloway County, the survey
indicates, the total spent in the pact
year in eating and drinking- places. was
oyer $6.585,000. It was well, above the
1961 figure of $1,292,000.
Related to the local population, it
represented an outlay of $600 per
household. Fifteen years earlier it was
only $200 per household.
The increase, 200 percent, compares
with a rise of 149 percent in the United
States and with 150 percent in the State
of Kentuelty. - - - - - - •
Changing lifestyles have been chiefly
responsible for the shift to eating out,
aceordingtothe Labor Department.-- -
Ti 'nciteri that the great majorityof
Amer families no longer consistof
a husband who is the only bread-
winner, a wife who- is solely a
homemaker and twe or_more_Children-
Today, it finds, half of all households
are nlade up of single men and women
or married couples without children.
And, in the households of married
c'ouples, half of the erivetgo tO work: - -
As a result, they eat out more often.
At.t.he,presept time, $k out of every $3
spent for food is going to restaurants.




HOMECOMING COURT — from left to right are Murray High's Homecoming Queen and her court. Greg Garland
escorts Becky West, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Haron West Frank Gilliam escorts Queen Mary Smock, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hti_nt Smock; Keit)) Cartwright escorts Deann Thornton, daughter of Mr and Mrs Will D Thornton.
and Claude Johnson escorts last year's Tiger Homecoming Queen Ciopna Hughes
L. 
Panel Voiles To Deepen
Social Security Tax Bite
WASHINGTON (AP) — Payroll taxes
for most workers and all employers are
. likely to go up next year in an effort by
Congress to rescue the financially
troubled Social Security system.
TherSenate Finance Committee is on
the verge of appreving a bill that by
1987 would mean tales of 9120 a year
above-•eurrent levels -for e worker
earning $10,000. For a person earning
$20,000, the payroll tax would rise by
• $445.a year. -
Under the bill approved by • the
committee Friday,, the maximum tax
an employet pays for each worker
could rise by as much as $4,323.
Meanwhile, the House plans to begin
debate next week on a plan that would-
mean $106 more in taxes per year-for
the $10,000 wialtaz by 1987 and4115
more for the $20,000 employe.
Unlike the Senate version, the House
keeps the employer's tax at the same
level as the worker's.
Under either bill, taxes on middle-
and upper-income Americans would
increase at a greater rate than those
paid by low-wage earners.
Democratic leaders in- both houses_
- have made parmge 
legislation a priority before Congress
adjourns for the year.
- Even if Congress- takesitoaetion this
year, Social Security taxes on all
covered workers and employers wing°
up next year because of existing law.
Bat experts say the increased money'
will not be enough to keep the pension
system solvent for more than six or
seven years. • '
When added to the tax increases
scheduled under current law, bac
the-say, -the plan approved Frid by
ise SSenate committee would raocial
Security taxes enough to keep the
system solventfor 75 yearrs. --
Social Security is in trouble because
the declining birth rate and high
Six Finalists In Running For
Homecoming Queen At University
A highlight of Homecoming activities
at Murray State University on
Saturday, Oct. 29, will be the crowning
of one of six finalists for the title of 1977
Tiomecotniz. ig Queen.
Chosen from 39 candidates
nominated by campus organizations for
the honor are: Pam Graham,
Belleville, Ill., sophomore; Gale
Hartzfeleit and Jackie Hays, both Paris,
Tenn., juniors; Lynn Hewitt, Murray
junior; Tens Shults, Feira De Santana,
Brazil, sophomore; and Rhonda
Simmons, Russellville sophomore.
The winner will be crowned in pre-
game ceremonies to begin at 1:30 p.m.
in Stewart Stadium before the 2 p.m.
-,,Itickoff for the Ohio Valley Conference
-clash between Murray State and
Eastern Kentucky University.
Miss Graham, 19-year-old daughter
of Mr. , and Mrs. Burt Graham,
represents, Alpha Gamma DelUi social
sorority. She is 5-8 and weighs 130
pounds, with brown hair and brown
eyes. Her campus activities include
Student Activities Board, Springer Hall
resident adviser, and member of Alpha
Gamma Delta.
Miss Hartzfeldt, a business education
major, is sponsored by Regents Hall,
where she is a member of the dormitory
council. The 20-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hartzfeldt has
brown eyes and brown hair. She is 5-6
and weighs 120. Her other campus
HOMECOMING QUEEN FINALISTS — One of these six Murray State
University coeds will be crowned as the Homecoming Queen in
ceremonies prior to the ,football game between the Racers and Eastern
Kentucky University on Saturday, Oct. 29. They are: (front, left to right)
Rhonda Simmons, Russellville sophomore; Gale Hartrfeldt, Paris, Tenn.,
junior and Lynn Hewitt, Murray junior, and (back, left to right) Pam Graham,
Belleville, Ill., sophomore; Jackie Hays, Paris, Tenn., junior and Tena Shults,
Feira De Santana, Brazil, sophomore.d4hea were-selected as finalicts Thiin
among 39 candidates. . .4
rhot.okettlarry,JOhnson)
activities are Gamma Beta Phi, Alpha
Lambda Delta, and National Forensic
League.
Miss Hays, 20, is a radio-television
major sponsorecrin the competition by
the American Advertising Federation.
The blonde-haired, green-eyed
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hays
was Miss Rodeo USA in 1976. She is 5-7
and weighs 118 pounds. She is a
Presidential Scholar and a member of
Alpha Epsilon Rho broadcasters
society, the Ad Club, and the
Horsemen's Club.
Miss Hewitt, representing Sigma Chi
social fraternity, is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Buddy Hewitt. The 19-year-old
elementary education major is 5-4 and
weighs 115-end has blonde hair and We--
eyes. She is the Sigma Chi Sweetheart
and a member of Sigma Chi Sigma and
the Rehabilitation of the Handicapped
Society.
Miss Shults,--whose parents are Mr
and Mrs. Mack Shults, has a double
major in special education and
psychology. The 209eer-old
representative of Alpha Sigma Alpha
social sorority has blonde hair and
green eyes. She, is 5-7 and weighs 125
pounds. She is a member of the Council
of Exceptional Children and Alpha
Sigma Alpha.
Miss Simmons is a speech and
hearing major and represents the
National Student Speech and Hearing
Association. She is 5-7 • and weighs 117
pounds and has brown hair and brown
eyes. The 19-year-old daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Russell Simmons is a member
of Alpha Lambda Delta and the campus
chapter of the Speech and Hearing
Association.
' The winner will be entered into
competition to represent Kentucky in
the -AU-America Homecoming Queen
competitlqn sponsored by the
Associated Collegiate Press. Each
state's representative will go to the
Orange Bowl where the national winner.,
will be Sejeeted, •
• au
unemployment have resulted in fewer
workers contributing to the system,
while inflation has 'forced benefit
increases beyond what was anticipated.
The plan accepted by the Senate
committee would end the trackition. of
.emploiers,and employes paying equal
amounts into the pension system. That
change would have the greatest impact
on colleges, hospitals, research
facilities and other organizations with a_
large number of-high-paid workers.
Present law requires that a vorker
covered by Social Security contribute
5.85 per cent of his first $16,500 of
annual wages to the system.
,That results in a maximum tax of
$965, a figure that is matched by the
employer. The-maximum will rise to
$1,071 next year.
Under the Senate bill, the maximum
employe tax -Would climly to 11,196 in
1979, $1,288 in 1980 and to $2,390 by 1987.
The last figure is for a worker earning
933,900 or more annually. .
Sedalia Man Dies
In Accident Friday
A Sedalia man, Darrell B. Canter, 21,
was killed Friday in an accident on .
Kentucky 121 abaut 10 miles nqrth of
Mayfield.
According to Kentucky State Police,
the accident occurred when the truck.
Canter was driving went out of control,-
ran across front lawns for some 200
yards and ran into a new house that is
under construction.




Auditions for "Story Theatre," the
next production • of the Murray-
Calloway County -Community Theatre,
have been announced by Producer-
Director Richard Valentine.
"Additions for our next production
will be this coming Tuesday, October
25, 'at the Public Library with two
Sessions at 3:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. All
young persons in fourth grade and up,
as well as adults, are invited to attend --
either session," Valentine announced.
He also stated "Anyone can audition,
you need not be a member of the
theatre group in order to auditiOn."
-Seventy different roles are featured
in this play by Paul Sills. "The show
which was on Broadway in the early
1970's had a very impressive cast" said
Ellen Spencer,.the production manager
for the group. "Valerie Harper, Peter
Boners, Dick Schaal, and Paul Sand
were among those who appeared in one
of the sequences of the show," she
continued.
The show taken from stories in the
Grimm Brother's 'Collection and also
from Aesop's Fables, is scheduled for
production during the first week of
December.
Valentine also • said, "It should be
noted, for anyone who is interested in
,AuditionMi, no rehearsals. have been.
scheduled during the upcoming_
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TIGER QUEEN — Mary Smock, a pretty blonde senior, was elected as the
Homecoming Queen al Murray High. She was crowned Friday night before
the Murray High-Hopkinsville football game. For details on the game, won
by Murray High, and more photos, see the sports section of today's issue.
(Staff Photos by Kevin Penick)
Fiscal Court to Set
Priorities For Fund Use
eillowty County's magistrates are la-
the future expected to -set priorities on
use of some $82,000 Off Systems itqad
money. -
A Department of Transportation,
Bureau of Highways, official told
magistrates about the availability of'
the money in a fiscal court session
Friday afternoon.
Fiscal emit members, in-the session,
set the amount the county will pay Max
Parker, county attorney Democratic
nominee,-for his services next year.
Magistrates also discussed the
district court system which goes into
effect the first Monday in 1978.
The'bureau of highways official, Ron
Rister, said some $57,962 in Federal Off
Systems Road money is available to be
matched with some $24,841 local
money,. to among other things, pave
roads. "Some of the counties are using
the money for subdivision type
streets," Rister said. Magistrates are
epected to present Rister a set of
priorities in the future.
- Fiscal court members Friday okayed
a motion to pay Parker $600 a month
next year for his services as county
legal advisor. Parker, unopposed in his
bid for county attorney in November,
will be paid by the state come January,
1978, under the new district court
system. Parker indicated to fiscal court
members that he may not move into
'Calloway County Courthouse and take
the office that current county attorney
Sid Easley now, occupies. Easley, on
January 2, 1978, becomes the new
district judge for Calloway and
•
Marshall CeentIes. .
Fiscal court Friday entered into a
reimbursement contract with the
bureau of highways to buy 40 feet of 72
inch pipe at $61.22 a foot far warkon a
project about a mile and a half off KY
280.
Magistrates also okayed a motion
Friday allowing Sue-Outland, -county
treasurer, to occupy an office on the
southeast corner or the third floc& of the
courthouse after January, 1978.
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Sunny and pleasant today
becoming partly cloudy tonight
and tomorrow. High today in the
upper 70s, low tonight in the
lower 50s.
High Sunday near 70. Winds
southerly at 10 m.p.h.
LOOK OUT — Murray State University basketball player Darrell Willet
(14) finds himself in a helpless situation'against an opponent More attuned
to his ciruirristfincec• Terry Bert' nett.(21) of Eastern Kentucky Roadrunners
The Roz ers lost to the Roadrunners, 07-•2; Friday night. as a part of an
exhibition match -sponsored' br Murray State rehabilitation Club and
•*turas, laycees.
•. Staff Photo by Avell Atchley
•
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Dr. Charles May Speaks At
Murray Preschool Meeting
The parents of the Murray
Preschool Corporation met on
Tuesday, October 11, at the
Murray State University
Early Childhood Center.
Following a brief business
session, Mrs. Gunhild Yar-
brough, president, introduced
Dr:Charles May, chairman of
the MSU Department of Child
Studies, who gave an in-
formative lecture about what
parents should expect from
nursery school programs, the
right understanding in
working with children in
groups, and interactions with
children.He explained how
three and four year old
'children think and feel, how
they need to learn where the
:limits ..are, and that even
-young children should-he
expected-to follow rules. -
-I)en Tu.°. Cub, Senuts
issit Librarr
Den Two of Cub Scout Pack
76 . of North Calloway
'Elementary' School made a
field trip to the Calloway
' County Public Library on
Thursday, October 13. .
Janie Dunn and Bob Baker,
leaders said the children
enjoyed the tour of the lierary
and especially seeing the
basket made of Kentucky
tobacco.
Cub Scouts making the trip
were 'Russ Dunn, To-dy
Lassiter, Jimmy Baker,
David Thorn, Ray Coursey,
Larry Burkeen, Tod Bohan-,




'Mae Foster-Was' hostess. at
her home for the September
- meeting of the . Eva . WalL
Mission Group of the
• Memorial Baptist Church with
.Verna Mae Stubblefield
presiding and Lorena Foster
giving the cell to prayer.
Special guest speaker was
Karen Hussung daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Hussung of
Murray. and student at
Murray State University. Miss
-Hussung- has served as a
summer missionary to the
Cheyenne Indians In Wyonling
and related her experiences
during the past summer as
well as the three preceding
summers.
--Miss- Hussung was in-
troduced by Laura Jennings.
A potluck supper preceded the
meeting.
Others present v-7iTe Nettie
McKeel, Opal Reeves, Hazel
Ahart, Billie Farley, Willie
Garland, Norma Bone,
Margaret Taylor, Lalla Boyd,
and Thyra Crawford.
Dr. May's explanations
were extremely valuable and
appreciated by all the mothers
who are actively participating
in the preschool program,
Mrs. Yarbrough said.
Mrs. Ruth Ann _McLemore
announced. that the October
field trip will be held on
Monday, October 24. The
children will visit a pumpkin
patch.
%NA
Jan Wilson, center, scheduling coordinator for the
three-year old group discusses the upcoming working -
sessions with Debbie Petty and Debbie Bell for the
Murray Precchool.
The next monthly parents
meeting will be held on
Tuesday, November 1, at 7:30
p.m., at the MSU Early
Childhood Center.
Mrs. Gunhild Yarbrough,
president, invites all parent's
to attend the meeting and the







and Rosa Grugett Riley heid
the annual family reunion on.
Sunday, October the ninth, at
the Community Center in
Farmington. A basket lunch
was served at the noon hour.
Attending were: Mr. and,
Mrs. Terry W. Wright and
Jennifer, Camden, Tn.; Mr.
and Mrs.- Fritz .W- Riley,
Danville; Mr. and Mrs.- E.W.
Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Theron
'Riley, Mr. 'and" Mra. JacTue
Treas, Mr._ and Mrs. Jack
MYATT GIRL
Mr: and Mrs.' James .- M.
Myatt of Hazel Route Two are
the parents of a baby
Julie Ann, weighing • seven
pounds 101/2 ounces,
measuring 10 inches, born
on Tuesday, October 4, at
11:24 -6 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Austin Equipment Company,
Paris, Tn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Donnie Myatt of Hazel
andMrs. E'upal Underwood of
Hazel Route Two. 'Great
grandparents are Mrs. Lorena
Myatt and 'Mrs. Myrtle
Housden of Paris, Tn.; and
Mrs. Beulah Erwin of Murray.
1205 Chestnut Street
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
11 • Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon 1116 P. M.
SCOTT DRUG'
Bailey, Mr. and ,Mrs. Ralph
Riley, and Miss Judy Brown,.
all of Murray. --
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Reed,
-Kirksey; Mrs. Rudy Wright,'
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon T. Riley,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hern-
don, Glenna, Greg, arid...flee
Ann, Mr. and MM.- 'Bryce
Edwards, all of Paducah.
Mr.-and Mrs. G.N.- Ray and
Vicki; Mrs. Linda -Wagoner,-
Melissa and Amanda, Mr. and
Mrs. Vaster CrorisTcifly and
Sue Ann, Mrs. Eunice Ed-
wards, Mrs. Bernice
Lathram; Mrs. Fairra Mc-
Callon, Jeff Mcllon, Mrs.
Barbara Brovrr and Jill,
Sabrina Haley, and Mrs.
Farah Riley, all of Mayfield. -
vox.. C01\4 MUNI TY
ta‘:it:•••• CA T 1ENDAR
Saturday, October 22
-Free Kid's Dog Show will be
at Livestock and Exposition
Center, College Farm Road,
at ten a.m.
Country ham brealtast will
be by American on at
Legion Hall with serving to
start at 5:30 a.m.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its
luncheon meeting at the club
house at noon with Dr. Edwin
Strohecker as speaker.
Saturday, October 22
Willing Workers Club of
Hazel will have a fish fry at
the Hazel Communityi Center
with serving to start at twelve
noon. Plates will be $2.50.
Yard sale by Murray
Business and Professional
VOintin's Club with proceeds
,to go-to Needlinataill be at 16 
'Kirkwood, starting at nine
a.m. . _
All former employees of
Winslow Engineering will
have a reunion at the Colonial




Members and friends of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted-Masons held a
country ham breakfast on
Saturday trionitrigT-October 8,
at the lodge hall. _
The food and culinary skills
'were provided by Max
Weatherford, district deputy
grand master, and Pete._
Farley, lodge master. The
breakfast was served in the
lodge dining area.
The lodge held its regular
-12182Thig- on Monday, October._
17, at 7:30 p. m:
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Aubrey Eldridge of





liarrav Is Going To Win
Homecoming 77
and ‘4111 Can be a
ill new flitd (rum
1•





luncheon- for- Wednesday at
Murray Country Club should
be made with Mrs. --Larry
Ryan, phone 753-7687, by
today.
Hardin Senior Citizens' will
have crafts from 9:30 to three
p.m.iat the Hardin City Hall.
Tuesday, October 25
Oak Grove-WMU will Meet
at the home of Sherry
Paschall at 7:30 p.m.
La Leche League will meet
at the home of Joyce McCoy,
207 South 15th Street, at 7:30
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon a the
Triangle Inn.
Pajt .Matreas .and 
Patrons Club of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will have a
kitchen shower for the lodge
hall at 7:30 p.m. at the hall. All
OES members are invited to
attend and bring an item for
the kitchen.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Phyllis
Whitney at seven p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at Dexter Center at 9 : 30
a.m.
Homemakers Training
lesson on "Quilting" by Jean
Cloar will be taught at the
County Extension office at ten
a.m. Public is invited.
Gilbertsville Aglow
Fellowship will meet at
Kenbar Resort at 10:30 a.m..
, Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by Senior Citizens
with devotion at 10:05 a.m.,
demonstration by Merle
Norman Cosmetics
representative at eleven a.m.
sack lunch at noon, and band
to play at Fern Terrace at one
p.m.
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
the home of Mrs- Jaelt
Foster-at two p.m.
Monday, October 24
Children of 'the Murray
Preschool Corporation 'will
make a trip to the pumpkin
patch. Children will meet at
the school at the regular time
and should wear clothing
which covers arms and legs.




will have a Halloween party at
the. Woodmen of the World
Hall at 6:30 p.m. Each one
may bring guests as
prospective members and
should be in costume.
Blood River Baptist WMU
will meet at Flint Baptist
Church atseven pm.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray -Woman's Club, will




Discussion Group will meet at
Calloway altinty Library at
seven p.m.
Tuesday, October 26
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a social breakfast at 7:30
a.m. followed by shopping.
Wednesday, October 26
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p.m. A film will
be shown. For transportation
call 436-5364.
Hardin Senior Citizens will-
have crafts day !rpm 9;30 a.m.
to three p.m. at Hardin City
Hall.
Story Hour will be held at
Calloway County Public
Library at ten a.m. and three
p.m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray Country-
Club at noon with Mrs. Larry
Ryan, phone 73-7687, and
Mrs. Edward Watson as
hoitessesr 'chairmen:- Bridge
will be at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs.
A, -C. Sanders and Mrs. Matt
Sparkman as hostesses.
SPECIAL OCCASION The family 9f Gladys_ Wiliam and the late C. I.. Williamsmet
at the homeplace recently fôi a reunion with fifty-four of the sixty-five family membtt„s _present for the occasion. Many pictures were taken during the day, among them this
five generation. Seated is Gladys Williams holding her great great grandson, Donnie
Bowman. From left to right, are her son, I. W. WilliamS, great granddaughter, Michelle




Olinda Jeffrey, food service
director of the Murray City
Schools, has released the
menus for the week of October







salad, orange' wedges, and
french_ bread; Wednesday-
pizza, corn, gelatin With fruit,
and cookie; Thursday-
hamburger, tri tater,
pineapple , ring, and ice
cream; Friday-turkey salad,
potato chips, carrot sticks,
and apple. Milk, bread, 'and
.utter available daily..
.M-URRAY MIDDLE—
Monday-chili dog or- ham-
burger, buttered -potato,- fresh
fruit orpeaches, and cookie;
Tuesday-pizza, or hamherger,
green 'beani, Mixed fruit -tor ;
gelatin, and donut; Wed-
nesday-turkey and gravy Dr
Reservations for ladies day hamburger, creamed
potatoes, cranberry sauce-,
pineapple ring or mixed fruit;
Thursday-tacos or ham-
burger, mexican beans, ap-
•Plesauce or gelatin with fruit,
and ice cream; Friday-grilled
cheese or hamburger, green
peas, pears or peaches, and




choice of barbequed chicken
sandwich, hot tamale
-casserole, hamburger, -hot
dog, and chef salad: Tuesday--
choice of pizza, ham sandw-
ich, hamburger, hot-dog, chef
salad, fruits, and vegetables;
Wednesday-choice of ravioli,
chuckwagon, hamburger, -hot-
dog, chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables; Thursday-choice
of tacos, lasagne, hamburger,
hot-clog, chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables; friday-choice of
roast beef sandwich, toasted
cheese, hamburger, hot dog,
chef salad, fruits, and
vegetables. Milk, bread,, and
butter is available daily on
each line.
CALLO WAY COUNTY
Joanna Adams, food service
director for the Callowly---
County Schools, has released
the menus for the week of
October 24-' to 2(t, subject to




orange slices, potato chips,
and chocolate cake; Tuesday-
weiner winks with cheese,
corn, applesauce, and cookie;
Wednesday-barbecue sand-
wich, baked potato with
butter, apple ring, and ice
cream; Thursday-peanut
butter and crackers, pizza,
"tossed salad, and fruit cob-
bler; Friday-grilled cheese,
pickle slices, vegetable beef
soup, cranberry sauce on




sparrish rice, tuna and noodles
casserole, roundabouts, sweet
potatoes with marshmallows,
own peas, pear half on let-
tuce, combination salad,•fruit
plate and cheese, bun, french
bread, tea, lemonade, sliced
peaches, and iced oatmeal
cake. • -*
---Tuesdarhambargers; meat"
1o1, ham sandwiches, french
fries, baked potatoes, stewed
tomatoes, tomato slices on
lettuce, cole slaw, chef salad,




Soup, roast beef and gravy,
tator tots, creamed potatoes,
corn on cob, cranberry sauce,
combination salad, tomatoes
on lettuce, fruit plate and
sticks, bun, rolls, tea,




rayioli, french fries, glazed
carrots, blackayed peas,
combination salad, tomatoes
on lettuce, fruit plate and
sticks, bun, rolls, tea,
lemonade, fresh apple, and
banana pudding._
Friday-hamburgers, hot
dogs, fried chicken, tator tots,
green beans, scalloped
• potatoes, coMbinatibn
gelatin, cold plate, buns, rolls,
tea, lemonade, sliced peaches,
and iced chocolate cake.
FAK 411T ,
DETROIT f APt
may be a bad word to art mu-
seums- and collectors, but -it's--
going to put money in the till of
the Detroit Institute of Arts.
Capitali7ing on the public's_
interest in spurious art, the In-
stitute Is planning a display of
famous fakes as a fund-raising
promotion. The Institute of
Arts, which houses some of the
finest-examples of genuine-art
in the nation, will stage a. one-
night display Nov. Lof fabulous
-.phonies, with tickets for $12.50
and $25 entitling patrons to see
Orson Welles' "F-For Fake," a
movie about art forgery.
Three Special Lessons Given At
Meet Of New Providence Club,
Bonicha Williams opened
her home for the meeting of
the New Providence
Homemakers Club held on
October the eleventh at one p.
m. with Patsy Pittman,
president, presiding, and Iris
Casteel reading the scripture
from Matthew 25:15.
The major lesson on
"Consumer's Product Safety"
yes presented by -Karen
Housden. Another major-
lesson on "Managing Your
Feelings" was given by Deedy
Dunn.
Gail Herndon gave a minor
lesson on "Enjoy Your Kit-
chen." Landscape notes were
given by Iva Mae Albritten.
Thank you cards from the
family of Mrs. Mavis Elkins
and from George Shoemaker
were nmmi A idler from Jo
Anne C.avitt, Calloway_
Homemakers president,
concerning the _,shartage_ of
Karen Housden directed a
game with Iris Casteel as
prize winner.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Williams to fifteen
members and three children
who were Van Pittman, Erin'
Grogan,-and- Jay"Paul Hern-
don.
Chinese is the oldest
living language, dating back
40 more- than -4,000 yearst
Of %Jima% 1k9
  Ilt.rv Thur.
Son. -2.30,730




BORN 1959 DIED 1964- BORN 1964
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertahnnent I& or Over Only
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"the noise about us is not
hearing and if we should
_





DEAR ABBY: Your recent answer to the 172year:old-girl' tinn.
who wanted to know what was wrong with premarital sex A. Noise levels tend towas good, but incomplete. Here is how I would have increase in an industrial_
answered: -• tied society from many
Dear Speaking For Teens: sources. Some are in the# -
There are several reasons other than fear- of V.D. and homi, others in the street
pregnancy for saying no, e.ven if your moral code or and in various public
_r.eligious beliefs provide yeu with insufficient guidance. Places, and additional ones
Among them: are at our work. Perhaps
1. If you ever marry, and most people still do, remaining more is being done to con-
"pure" beforehand will give your spouse less reason to be trol noise at work than in
distrustful of you. This is hound to lead to a healthier and other places.
happier relationship. -In our homes, -many mo-
.
2. Sex between unmarried people usually results in guilt torized devices add to
feelings and loss of self-esteem., noise.- vacuum cleaners,
you're-_really-in.--lever sieivisisk needed -se _have electric • 7-fastars,.7, _power
saws ant -mowers, hair
-11r3r1.1r3-7andbWrIdellIT-danalige
to name a few. Many.
households ---are flooded
With-radios -record play-
ers, or televisions that are
blasting out soiands - often _
for hours - that' have-deci-
bel sound levels far above
that which is considered to
be safe (about 80 decibels).
Such unhealthy levels are
often heard also -in public'
eiting places :or at rock
concerts. Many hearingDEAR ABBY: This may sound trivial to you, but it has
caused quite a few arguments at our house. authorities feel, that such
I have been raised to clean- up- after -myself, but my- -.1011d regular evosure
husband hasn't. His mother did everything for him, damages the hearing per-
  including washing his hair. The big fight is over his leaving manently.
— -bathtub -dirty Is-or me to clean. Abby, I find this to anirroM Wfift
revolting, but if he refuses ta.49, it, then I have to, w_highia_ often expose the rider to
th-e-way its beeii-StelYTTiigreedwitih out the tub after noise. Policenien
him until we hear from you. rect traffic may. be sub-
He said he would go by your He says if I loved jected to truck, motorcy-
him, I'd do it. I say if he loved ME, he wouldn't ask me to. cle, and car exhaust noise.
Who is right? - _ The engineer_ is sur--
.. _ . ,roUpdadlacthe-desp-runt7,
Doesn't Equal Love
fulfilling relationship. And if you should discover that you
arantreatly-in-lowlsaving-lieitae-g-wal-make-rpreakmg-up-
all the more painful. _
4. Most people- who seek premaritalaex are- concerned
more with thew -own gratification than with the needs of-
the other petson. (If that's the case, it's not love.) Why let
someone use you?
Like Many other good things in life, sex is too often
misused. ,
_ _Q_IJITSAATTLE _FILLOW_
DEAR FELLOW: If you '-practice what - you preach,
you'll make a wonderful catch for a girl who's saving
herself for marriage and expects tlia same of her husband.
a
'CDectn. -41)1 ,-
By Abigail Van Buren
By F Blastigarne, M.D.
Premarital Sex
DEAR WIFE: The word from here is that 'every man,
woman and child able to bathe without assistance should
dean the tub after himself.
DEAR ABBY: Someone told me that girls who wear
glasses look more intelligent than girls who .don't wear
glasses. Do you think this is true?
_ QtiESTIONING
"---9MtkIt:VUESTIONING: .-13 if- it's -only -an
epeeist Illosion.
Bate_ta Writalettera? Send Site Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90'212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Or.easioas." Please-enclose a
' long, eelf-kddressed, stamped1244) envelope.
Rodney Dangerfield says,"I don't
'get no respect. But the PTA does. Join
us for KET VVeek, October 23 -29."
Hey parents. The PTA has
--declared Oct 23-29-KET-WEEK
Why? BecauseKET is in the class-
rOom helping your children With
carefully created learning pro-
grams in math, science, reading t
ble oT the machine he oper
ates. Airplane crews, espe-
cially those in ground
operations, are subjected
to jet engine whines. Since-
these noises are uncom-
fortable and damaging,
ears are often protected by
nheoaisedgear that muffles the
Most of us fail to realize
that our ears are con-
stantly exposed to sounds,
even when we are in quiet
places or asleep. Most of
the sound levels are harm-
less. But noise levels have
been increasing in amount
and duration for much of
our population. It is esti-
mated that over 14 million__
Americans have damaged
ears and Unpaired hear-
ing. One of the reasons that.
we allow such -. hearing
to occur is that it--
is usually painless and gen-
- erally coMes onigradually,
_thereby worsening without
- one actually realizing the
fact, The Environmental
Protection Agency and the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission in govern-
ment need to step up their
efforts in noise abatement,
.. as well as the Department
.of Labor. in the work envi-
rorune4. Manufacturers
should 'take pride in the
quietness of their products,
- and the public should-avoid
purchasing noisy ones.
More public education is
essential to make periOns
-aware-- that excessive
sound levels damage our
ears. In addition, for
many, noise brings on or
aggravates emotional
._stress. .




A' dance will be b_od by  ft patiknts in the cripple
Delia reta chapter of. Kappa. Rich-
Delta sorority on Saturday, niond, Va. At the national
odober n, at the Jaycee civic convention In Miami, Fla. -a
Ciriteri • Murray, to conr; convention gift of $10,000 was
memorate the 80th an_ also presented to the hospital
niveriary of the founding of fmni• •
Kappa -Delta. Tht dance- willIn addition to suPOrt of the
be ofeceded by - cocktail crippled- children's h°niittal,
party and dinner. Kappa Delta presents three
, annual cash awards at the
Ka tapaDeita founded at annual meeting of the
IAngwrewl Forms/ill. _Amerieon. Academy of Or-
Va., on October 23, 1897. The thopaedic Surgeons. These
sorority now has 11% college cash awards go to doctors for
outstanding research in thechapters and 395 alumnae
associations with a total
membership of 80,000.
Since its founding, Kappa
Delta has been active in
philanthropic activities. The
sorority has contributed over
$500,000 for the cure and aid-of
and history to enrich your chil-
dren's educ_ation. Now that you
gotta respect! Kids call KET their
Creative Classmate and teachers
love it. So tune in during liET
WEEK and see what your chil-
dren are learning. _
October 23-29
Declared by the Kentucky
Coniress of Parents and Teachers
You Cordially
Invited to attend the Seventh-day Adventist
Church Services
Saturday Mornings
Wrwship -Services 9 1 5 AM
Bible Sfudy 7030 AM
Sunday Nights
Evangelistic Service 7 15 PM
Luther May Pastor
Travis Smith, Evangelist




. 15.th liornore'St:, titurrii
field of orthopaedics and have
been given for thirty con-
secutive years.
Mrs. Earl Jackson, Lincoln,
Nebraska, is the national







left to your discretion now.• 'Therefore, everything must be
carefully worked out BEFORE
taking action.
VIRGO
P5•6 By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS ;:;:;:;:,;:irk:46:44.:•:-:-:-:
After reading a little item in
the paper a few days ago, I
would give sword of caution
to those who are bringing in
their potted plants for the
winter. One lady brought in a
big elant and found a fat toad
sitting in the middle of it.
Another found a sixteen inch
snake coiled up around the
roots and still another found
several small snakes in the
pot I suppose they crawled-
or hopped-in during some of
the hot days and found it
pleasing and simply stayed
there. It would cause
something of a furor if I
brought a pot in my house and
found a sixteen inch snake in
it. So it might be a good idea to
inspect all such pots and be
sure there are no "varmints",
big or little, hiding therein.
I have my work cut out for
me tomorrow. I have a box full
of bulbs that must go in the
ground. There are Dutch Iris,
Muascari and some of those
dainty little MOuntain Bells.
Mountain Bells are small
and can be planted in groups
or six- or eight. In fact they
make a much better showing
that way. Each separate bulb
would be lost by itself, but in
groups their very daintiness
calls attention to them as they'
make pretty spots of pastel
colored blossoms.
Plant the Muscari in yOur
lawn, also in groups In the
_ they will bloom in
clumps of blue-or white if
you prefer it-and will die
down before you have to mow
the lawn.
If you have a piece of ground
that is moist, or near a wet
weather branch,. plant
Japanese Iris there. They are
the big flat ones in rich colors
or pimple and gold and red
with a few white ones by
contrast.
If I can just get all mine put
in the ground this week, I can
sit back and dream of the
gorgeous blossoms I will have
next spring. But I first have to
put them in the ground
Anything worth having is
worth working for. And the
main thing is to use a little
foresight. During the summer
or late spring is the best-time
to plan your bulb garden.
whether you want just a few
plants, or a couple of hiindred
or more. As soon as the
catalogues come out in the
spring for bulbs, then is the
best time to put in your order
The only trouble with me is
that I get carried away sith
the beauty of the pictures that
Valways order more than I
should and then when the
come in, I am amazed at ltie
amount of work I let myself in
for. But even then they require
less work than, anx, thing e!se
that blooms. So please plan(
plenty.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP‘-?;-4.16̀
Be neither too gullible nor too
skeptical. Several suggestions
may be offered - some good.
some otherwise. Be objective,
impersonal in your judgment.BRA
.rL(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
Ease up on striving, ex-
pansion, spending, if you have




FOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER LI, 1977
What kind of day will
t4norrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
__mum
( Mar. 21 to A. 20)
Make the most of benign
influences to bolster good will in
all relatioriitilps. Just two
admonitions: Curb restlessness
and don't express opinions
unless specifically asked.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Exchange ideas, meet with
associates, ask questions. These
are some of the many ways to
improve your position in
preparation for the week ahead. can.
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21) —7' iJan. 21 to Feb. 191 =_AkAQUARIUS
A day w.hich _gain bend as you._ A highly flexible attitude will
direct, but one which will be needed to deal with the
require quick thinking to keep it various types of persons you
from the losing column through meet now. But listen quietly, to
demurs
neglect and (or) unprofitable -all, analyze- MB- flake up
--your OWN
( Juno 22 to July 23) 112Pdiabel ,(PFISeCESb. 20 to Mar. 20)• --lire'
C.ANCEat
- •Hasty decisions and moves - -Neptune influences are oaf' -
- could be _day's undoing Help too heViil, but don't let this
from YOUR path. No deviating 4eactirh eveyornientramt. Not6liiggood effort Is -
maintain truths and don't stray
ever lost.from sound opinions nor letting
down in standards!
LEO
(July 24 to-Aug. 23) J2
Here, too, is need for careful
detisions, but not fussiness.
That faithful tried-and-found-
true path for you!
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 nt,etr•
A good day for making im-
portant decisions, but weigh
.them well! Move forward only
after careful and deliberate
forethought. Avoid im-
pulsiveness in speech, too.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )410
VIRGO 
RP ‘4k-ik(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) -c.a.
Gauge well: Do not overstress
one matter and underestimate
another which could be even
more important. Profit by
experience.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
A stimulating period, but
don't let your enthusiasms
cause you to take An more than
you can handle. Easy does it!
Look for some changing
situations. Be alert, ready to
take quick action, and be guided
by procedures which have
proved successful in the past.
CAPRICORN,.
(Dec. 22 to Jan.- 20) V
Study results of previous
actions. If everything did not
turn out as planned, profit by
experience. Improve where you
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed . with an ex-
traordinarily well-balanced
attitude toward life and a great
sense ol justice, In dealings of
any Sort, your appraisals are
astute and ...you show
remarkable claPity of vision.
You can rise to great heights, no
matter how humble your
beginnings yet, along the way,
often lack confidence. in
yourself and *fear the cricism
of others. Curb this trait. It only
stands in your way. Your ar-
tistry and love of beauty are
outstanding. Birthdate of.
'George Saintsbury, Eng.
author, literary critic; Johnny
Carson, TV. personality.,
Your individual  7'e
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1977, ••-•
Whet kind of day will 'wise, anextraspurt here, a wise
.fteineiTalgipfo Tolindoutwiaat pansy-spent there, Caft be time-
the 4rrgay, read the forecast, and money-savess.
given for your birth Sign. SCORPIO
_Wet. 24_to
ARIES_ • Try to_put over your ideas but
(IVIar. 21 to Apr. 20) • not too hard, or you may lose
Dividends indicated from the attention-of others by
:past gpod work and ihterest-in seeming tit didate, your
Progressive methods. There willingness to cooperate
may he Some- 'complex • -dominate.
-Situations hilt, __With astute SAGITTARIUS
Judgment, you can solve them. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) .#1
TAURUS_ _ Enthusiasm . as
( Mrs. 21 to May 21) s-"iitir competence, must be properly
Maintain a business-like channeled to be effective. Do
approach • to business matters • not in to exttethes 'tin This
without, however, taking generally stiniulating day.
yourself or others too seriously. CAPRICORN
Challenges indicated now _.(Dec. 22_to Jamie)
should uplift, give you new Control emotions, a desire for
ideas. luxuries. Don't make promises
GEMINI • you can't keep and don't aim for
(May 22 to June 21) the unreasonable:
Especially favored now: AQUARIUS
advancement in electronics, (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
aviation, research, writing, Not a sPectactilat day, but
intellectual pursuits generally, friendly for educational and
CANCER individual advancement; also
(.fune22to3uly 23) .4or experi-me
Neither look for trouble, nor straightening outcomplicatious.-
believe it won't come if you just and making long-range plans.
look the other way. Face up to PISCES
situations and you won't fool (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
yourself or find problems as Search for a more distinctive,
difficult to solve, more helpful way to push your
LEO interests. They can be handled
(July 24 to Aug. 23) '0‘iietirt with greater ease if you depend
on your own judgment. . .
YOU BORN TODAY: Your
outstanding trait is per-
severance, backed by
dispassionate reasoning and a
desire to see all things well with
all peoples. You can moiie
mountains with this ardor and
faith! You abhor contention,
quibbling: are generous,
shrewd, do not waste time with
picayune thoughts. You are
suited to positions of trust Keep
your integrity intact You
normally use fair tactics and
expect the same from all.
Harmony is ybur big keyword.
Notice
It will be necessary for
the Murray Water System to
flush the fire hydrants Satur-
day Night, October 22, 1977.
The flushing will begin at
9:00 P.M. and will be com-
pleted during the night. If
there is any discoloration in
your water when first turned
on Sunday morning, flush
well before using. We
apologize for any
convenience, however It is
required that this be done
-—a-twice 01111uway,
.Miss Robin Ann Rousse •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Rousse of Murray announce the
engasement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Robin Ann, to Edward Virgil Haley, Jr., son-of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward V. Haley, Sr., of Memphis, l'n.
Miss RousSe attended Murray High School and Murray State
University. Mr. Haley is a senior at Memphis State University.
The wedding will be solemnized on Wednesday, November








,We start with tender,
juicy chopped Sirloin. _
1Nsei4ettssaiiiet,ot 
and Stockade 'Toast -A
INCLUDES
Free
Salad itor end Drink
IRL0IN Try a 5' Cone
TO MAIM
THE FAMILY STEAK/4011Si
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N AP - Peesident
Carter's welfare plan has been'before
Congress for scarcely seven Weeks. and
people already are talking about a
salvaee operation.
At hearings before the special House
welfare subcommittee last .4 week.
witnesses casually talked about what
might be saved from the overall $30.2
./billion welfare package.
Nobody agreed on what should be
salvaged any more than they- agreed
what should be abandoned.
But the widespread uneasiness with
the cost, the lack of guarantee of jobs
for all peer persena wantinglheneer the
low level of benefits has raised the
specter that Carter's plan faces the
same conflicting expectations that
ldlied ferrlier President Richard
Nixon's proposed welfare reform.
Brookings economist Richard
Nathan, who seta ̀the- present welfare
System hasThet‘P finetuned to rid it of
most errors, says the early enthusiastic
reactions to Carter's plan were
misleading.
The governors, in particular. were
quite. eager -to -see • some fiscal relief
coming their way." Nathan said. But
after hard study of the details, many
--are coming forward now with
questions and with criticisms, and quite
a few people. myself included, conclude
that this really isn't a good approach."
Governors and other state officials
are .ameng. theaO witnesses scheduled
to testify in the weeks ahead. But some
key groupt already have been heard.
The unions are ateptical that the
private sector jobs will exist m the
numbers the admuustration says they
vrill. They are afraid that the 1.4 million
publicly funded jobs for welfare
reetien4s- tse ruake-work jobs or.
_ worse_ be genuine_johs,paying only the
minimum wage that will compete with
jobs paying higher wages held by
unionized city or county workers.
Women's groups are skeptical that
either kind of job will-be provided for
•
has been battling a fiscal puzzle equal
-to the medical mystery of -the
Legionnaire's Disease.
How the disease transmitted, by air
of wit& or theciii-gb some 'unknown
medium? Just as baffling is the fiscal
mystery, which could have equally dire
consequences for susceptible
bufeaucrats.
•The mysterfcancertie the -mone tha
wasn A spent. It was budgeted,
allocated and put into the pipeline, but
evidence of its use didn't show up-at the
other end. Where did it go-? What
happened to it'
A known fact is this: Estimates made
last June put federal spending for fiscal-
1917 at close to $408 billion. More
4 recently the Carter administration
estimated the figure at $404 billion to
Today In History
I
Today is Saturday. Oct. 22, the 295th
day of 1977. There are 70 days left in the
year,.
Today's highlight in history.: —
On this date in 1962, President John
Kennedy ordered US. air and naval
forces to quarantine • Cuba after
concluding that Soviet missile bases
were being built on the island.
- On this dater •
In 1721, Peter the Great took the title
of . Czar of all Russia.• •
In 1859. Spain declared war against
the Moors in Morocco.
In 1883, the old Metropolitan Opera
House in New York, now torn down,
celebrated its grand opening with a
performance of Gounod's • :Faust."
In 1907,a run'on a New York bank set
off a financial crisis known as the Panic
of 1907. a
In 1942. during World War II,
Beitain's Reett Air Force pounded the
Italian port of Genoa.
In 1953, France granted,
independence to the Indochina
Kingdom
Ten years ago: The United- Auiti`
Workers union ended a strike against
Ford Motor Co. and won a guaranteed
annual income
Five years ago: The Oakland A's
defeated the Cincinnati Reds to win the
World Series in the seventh and last
game.
One year ago . President-Gerald Ford
and Jimmy Carter had their third and
last television debate.
Today's birthdays: Actress Joan
Fontaine is 60 „years old. Psychologist
Timothy Lear •
„,.._-___Thoughtliar_taday....Power.undirected
by high purpose -spells calamity
President Theodore Roosevelt.
-
the bulk of the existing welfare
population, women with children, and
they are uncertain whether to push
'hard 1-cif therearof the package -
The associations representing the 15
million tame and disabled citizens say
the President's program doesn't
provide high enough benefits for their
constituents and, furthermore,
assumes they are all unemployable
The associations said many disabled
and blind persons -need only an active
job training and placement program in
order to become employable.'
And the President's prime Senate
sponsor. New York Democrat Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, says that despite his
initial praise he now has read the fine
print and finds the program
• • grievously disappointing." - •
Some critics, say -. Moynihan is
-retaliating against the White House
-Ante -tint• getting -4 - guarantee of
immediate fiscal aid to New York city,
but, whatever his motives, his turn-
around dramatically focused attention
on the problems Carter faces in getting
his program through.
Rep. James C. Corman, D-Calif.,
chairman of the. special House welfare
subcommittee, says he isn't
discouraged` by the considerable
criticism thus far in the hearings.
"I realized that each group has its
own stake in this and that a welfare
reform plan is as full of conflicting
interests as the tax code." Corman said
in an interview.
-Butl wouid.ask any of them: do you -
like this better than what you have?" he
said.
He also says no one 15 comfortable
with the complexities of the jobs portion
of the bill and fears over that section
have to be resolvedakor I wouldn't vote
for it:
Corman is disturbed that few of the
Democrats have attended the all-day
hearings, while most Republicans
have, but he is most unhappy at the
-GoveMmen
Battles Itfystery
NEW YORK t API - For the past 4406 billion..
But now it appears that spending inyear and a half the federal government
the fiscal year, which ended Sept. 30,
Came -.to no...more than .S403 billion. SQ
even by White House estimates about $1
billion to $.3 billion somehow was left
over.
The federal government unable to
spend money! What kind of ineptness is
that, asked the critics, who had become
accustomed to seeing Washington
dispose of -fonds- with elan
professional polish. - - -- 
Such lack of spending might be
attributed to bureaucratic ineptness,
but this is not the case with the money
unspent by our federal government.
Every effort was made to spend it.
Still, the problem was widespread.
Merrill Lynch; Economics. winck.
looked into the rare phenomenon,
reports that -underspending has been
spread throughout many functions and
departments, .1-ric1iiding defense,
veterans programs, the new job
.programs, etc.".
To what ca 3 the situation be
attributed Economists at ML believe
the government's desire was bigger
than as ability - that in part the
explanation is that officials simply
overestimated their ability to quickly
run through funds.
They overestimated, says ML
Economics; in these separate-areas:
-The cost of established programs.
-The demand for certain services of
the fteki al g..vernri1ent7
-The' speed at which new programs
could begin.
"The cost of established programs.
such as 'defense manpower and
procurement, have fallen below
expectations. Military personnel
expenses are going to run about $500
million below the official January
budget," it reports.
In the category of "demand for
services" the economists note that "the
Department of Labor overestimated
the .narn'ber of people requiring
unemployment insurance, and those
outlays are 12 billion below that
department's January estimates."
The Department of Transportation
expected state governments to apply
for More highway funds than they did.
And Veterans Administration outlays
apparently were far over the mark.
In the third category, that of overly
ambitious estimates of how soon new
programs could be Implemented. a
prime example is said to be the local
public forks program, under which the
federal government offers grants to
municipalities.
There are other reasons, these are
•u& now. ,taiaioot least •part of 34.
mystery has been unraveled, criheS
say anotherione remains.
• Can it be done again'!" they.ask.
--
Congress may not recess until- mid-
November, partly, because of delays on
the energy bill, and he's not sure he can
get his members back right after
Thanksgiving for another three weeks'
hard work. But time will be even more
scaree in January, he noted.
-The time problem leaves me very
chs-conraged,"-he said.
The ranking Republican, Rep.
Barber Conable of New York, says he
thinks it will take more time than
Corman is counting on anyway
because:as a 'veteran of most recent
attempts to revise the welfare system,
he finds Carters plan -unduly
complicated_"
But Conable says he isn't giving up on
the plan. .
require a considerable laying
on of hands by Congress, but I'm all for
looking at it and trying to work
something out," Conable said,
prospect that the subcommittee Can't





Echoes From The Past 11. „kids %lupin
1.4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes. storie. and family not es.
The Glen Kelso and the George W. by the Murray State University Theatre
Dunn families are hosts this week to November 9-11.
two extension youth workers from Lyndia Cochran, -Sammie Kay
South Vietnam. They work walathe 4-T Beaman. Trine Nicks. -Ellen -
club there, the same as the 4-Eischiti--eekaleemaaa,
here. MaChell. Debbie Landoll.. and Cathy
The new highway bypass from U. & Chrisopber attended the Southern
Highway 641 North to aiighway 121, Association of Dance Masters meeting
Mayfield Road, is now open for traffic -.beta at Maliphis. Tn.
alleviating the traffic situation In-t:. Max Caeaver;. Barbara Hotsapple. -
Murray State Unleersity and Five Betsy Riley, Mike Wilkerson, 'and-
Points area. Ricky Hill Calloway County Itigh -
Bobby Dodd, son of Mr ane Mrs. School with Larry Dunn as debate
Jack Dodd of Murray Route Eight. has coach attended the Debate Workshop
been selected as a member of the caSt held at Paducah.
of the play. • •Tartuffe.a to be presented
20. Years Ago
aaa
Ann Herron of" Murray was eleded
--ehairman of the College and Reference
Section of :the . Kentucky Library
Association at theannual meeting held
at Paducah.. .
-Deaths . rePorted include eJ,onah Ws-
Cobb, age 74.
Janice Cook, Loretta Paschall, Diane
Taylor, Sonya Miller, Carolyn Camp,
Shirlee Lassiter, Pat Butterworth. Joe
Pat McCallon. Joe Dunnaway. and
Bobby-Manning are members of the
cast of the play. "later That Nee," to
30-Year Ago
-be presented tiy-- the sophomore clIss of-
Lynn_Gro. ve,HieSc.hool on October M.
• Births reverted incaude a boy, James
Everett, to Mr. and Mrs:- Franklin E.
• . Burkeen on October. 12. and a -
Anthony Howard, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Howard Beane on October 13.- -
The Murray State College'
Thoroughbreds pulled their way back
into the win column with a 21 to 7
football victory over the Morehead
Eagles. Ronnie Babb. and Den Johnson
went over for the Murray scores.
George Hart of the Bank of Murray
was • elected vice-president of the
-Kentucky Bankers Association arthe --
.53rd annual convention held...at .
Louisville. T. H. Stokes of the Peoples
Savings Bank also attended the
convention.
R. K. Kelley, county soils assistant, is
setting utt a test demonstration today
on the Alias E. Jones' farm: three miles
northwest of Lynn Grove. '
Officers of the El Nopal Spanish Club
at Murray State College are Wynelle
zto Years Ago
Hopkins, Bobbie Sue Orr. Marjorie
Gaylord. Paul Darnall. and Joyce Fly.'
CharTea Butterworth, Jean Crawford.
Robert Garrison, Richard Gholson,
Dan Hut:son, Garnett Jones, George
Jones, James Lassiter. Ann Littleton,
Frances Orr, Will Steely. and Anne
Woods are Calloway students enrolled
at the University of Kentucky.
Lexington.
Mrs. R. W. Key has returned home
after a visit with her daughter, Mrs.
Louis C. Ryan and Mr. Ryan.
Calloway County '4 first case of small
pox in two years was reported early this
week by county officials who
immediately quarantined the affected
quarters.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Beatrice Hendricka Thurston and
Mrs. E. D. Crass, age 70.
Miss Sue Farmer, daughter. of _Mr.
and Mrs. John' Farmer. was selected as
Miss Murray, and Miss Marilyn
Walker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Walker, was selected as Little
Miss Murray in the pageant, sponsored
gra
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for.-.the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this aewspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage.readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas. presented by .an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
-editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
_ „we..welooenita ietteria the editor or .... rierthedAttyprtinimi;;,, - aaie.-. . .
_am alit rrie On_ hate ) Advsctis 
4 topic rrp News and spnrtr...De --,
‘  • -
•
w —,
by the Murray High School PTA last
night. Mrs. J. R. Williams was director
and W. B. Moser was master of
ceremonies.
Marriages announced this week
include Gracie Alexander to Barney
Herndon on October 17.
Nix Crawford has assumed a
partnership with his father, A. T.
Crawford. in the Western Auto Supply.
Company store here in Murray.
The First District Parent-Teacher
Association will meet at Murray High
School on October ZS. according to Mrs.
Leland E. Owen of Murray, district
president.
The new 1938 DeSoto and Plymouth
cars are now on display at the C. T.
Rushing Sales and Service, West Main
Street. Murray: --
Murray Ledger & Times,
PublLsher Walter I, Apperson
Editor R. Gene McCutchieon
The Murray Ledger & Times Ls published
ever) afternoon except Sundays. July 1. Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
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Murray, Ky' 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray. Ky iarn
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carners,J2 50 pew mbrrth, payable in advance
By mail M Callowa Count) and to Benton. liar'
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn . $17 50 per
year By mail to other destinations. $32 54.1 per
year
Member Of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern New. r Publishers
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The Associated Press is exclusive! entitled to
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TE I F. PHONE NUTecRE'RS
The Hanging
Of Pud Diggs_
A few days ago. I spent a very.
plasant tzur .listerting-ttr-Mr...Sonnr
Parkhill. of Hazel, reminiscing about
stones he had heard when he was a boy,
• Stories about the Civil War. One of his
• favorites was about Pud Diggs arid
hair he Wai 'hanged for a murder he,
didn't commit. Pud Diggs Was reputed
to have Called a man named George
Miller to his door one night and having
shot him on the spot. His subsequent
trial and execution was of the highlights
in the history of Murray. having been
attended by -thousands" of people,





Hicks tied. to 
was when he was-Atp In the edge of
and .titay:_witit _us:10r_ month Kentucky and he had robbed killed
a woman andlier daughter who were
every winter; she would sit in her Northern sympathizers. As he was -
rocking chair by the fire and dip snuff.
'First -thin* de when she came 4.• - When 
he-went 
g off down the 
'heek-up; he sate..„ 
he heard a 
y
• .they sat down on it and waited for him.
•
• $.0.,ggi .41. pagure and cut the baby, crying in its cradle and he
her 
some to brushes. shot the baby--and that was the only
Then I'd sit on the floor beside her and murder he committed that he hated and -
ask her questions about the Civil War, that 
worried 
him.
before and after. • "But when his men finally did come,
-All that I know is what she and the
Civil War soldiers would relate to me. 1P4
lived at a time when I could talk to the
darkies that were born in slavery, and
• -*Tien the Cotifedert-Wielcriers would
put on their uniforms on Fourth
Mondays and come to town and tell
stones.
-One that they told was about a man
who lived Feria-, -Henry County.
Tennessee: He was too young to join the
Confederate Army, so he was leader of
the Home Guard. The Home Guard was
eventually called guerillas; that's what
they called Southerners who weren't
real Confederate soldiers. They went in
bands-Jesse% James was a guerilla-he
lived in the North, but he fought for the
South.
"The terms of the surrender- were.
that every Confederate soldier got an
honorable discharge. But since these
men, the guerillas. who also fought for
the South. weren't in the regular army.
they were called outlaws and hanged
for treason. So Pud Diggs was a wanted
man, and he did what a lot of us would
have done: he knew he would bethanged
if he was caught, even though he had
fought for the cause he believed in. So
he and his band of men took to the
woods. He camped out by the
Tennessee River ford and as those
Northern soldiers would come back
home with money, after the war. was
over, they would rob them. and I ve_._family. when she died they did bury her''.
heard that they would tie a rock around —there. beside Pud.
their necks and throw them in the "They said at one time he ranged all
Tennessee River. over Kentucky. all the way into Ohio,--
"They went on this way. the only way
arrekt,od him and later hanged_ him at •
Murray.
"Now the time when they hanged
him, down at Murray, he knew that his
band would come and try to rescue him,
and he talked a long time; waiting for
them to come.. Eventually they did get
there • .
-He was hanged without a blindfold
on. This was against the law, but the
sheriff was on the platform with him,
and he was getting ready to blindfold
him while he was 'telling stories,
stalling for time. He told a lot of
things-one thing was that the only
murder he- to...Med that • he hated
they had to make a livelihood, because
they knew that if they were caught they
would be 'hanged, as Pud eventually
was. On one occasion he was living with
a family out by Clevidge Springs, when
he was surrounded by a sheriff's posse,
and they threw a rock and hit the house.
The 'sheriff called out, "Pud, we know
you're in there. Come on out or we're
going to have to set the house on fire."
';Piei answered back, "Now. you
know I'm not going to let you burn this
house. And if I come out. somebody's
going to die," to which the sheriff
replied that it would be Pud who died.
But he did come out and it was the
deputy sheriff who died. Pud shot him
and got eway. and that's when he went
up to Murfreesboro and entered school.
'He was 'coming home from
Murfreesboro when they caught him.
The man who really committed the
murder later admitted that he did it, on
his death bed. But Pud was coming
a Mr. Douglas, olPariaa a tittle, short.
man, was standing beside a wagon full
of women wearing hoop skirts. When
the band of men got there and_tbe
shooting started, these women jumped
out of the wagon and one of their hoop
skirts got over Mr. Douglas' head and
he had to fight out from under it.
when the shooting started, the
sheriff jumped down off the scaffold
and started shooting back at them. But
there was a man whose brother had
been killed by Pud Diggs, and he
jumped-UP-On-the platform and-pulled
the trap. .and killed him without a -
blindfold. And of course, when his band
saw . that he was hanged, they fled
horseback and left.
• They took Pud's body down off the
noose and hauled him in a wagon to r
abut six miles this side of Paris, to a
little log cabin. They put him on a cot
there, with a little, thin, straw-tick
mattress. And as he was dying with a
broken neck, he bled and the blood
stains were still on the floor when I was
a boy. I played in the house and saw the
bloodstains.
"Now Pud Diggs was buried in a _
field. They planted . four cedar trees
there, one at each corner of his grave.
His sister, who had pleaded his
innocence of the murder they hanged a
him for, asked to buried by him. And::
even though she married and raised - a
stealing stock from Northern
sympathizers and killing a lot of them,.'
too. But he was fighting for thea'.
Southern cause. In his own way, of
course."
Next week, Mr. Parkhill will relate
more Civil War stories, and talk about
Fort Heiman, where he lived for
awhile.
Bible Thought
But the fruit of the spirit is love,
joy. peace, longsuffering. gentleness,
goodness, faith. meekness, temper-
ance . . ." Galatians 5:22-23.
If these fruits are in your life,
remember that you had nothing tcr
do with it! It is all God's doing: ar.
St. Paul said, "God gave the in-.
crease."
Isn't It The Truth
.11111411a -v- —wan littifig 'on- the -platform set •the;',-- -derizmniatiltyloTwastrtrigton, lam ft
-7S.1-1913
 'urns 4. railroad station at Nashville. The plain- -
home aeom Murfreesboro, and his trunk
out as a citrthat lame irearclerite wadaa
L'Enfant, the French architect %eh°7ssisw
Saint

























































salesmen and 21 fully
qualified diesel rn,cchani. cs.
Hew. is a graduate at
Murrny State University
with a degree in business
with a major in marketing.
He has worked pienber of
years in a supervisory
capacity. with. Rydcr and
Roadway Inc. He and this
family have just moved
from Toledo to Lexington.
His wife is the former
Nancy Calbert from
Clinton, Kentucky. They
have two children, Michael
13 and Alyson 5. Hew is the
son of Hewett and Dorothy
Malpractice Costs
claims to be filed.20 years
after the alleged incident.
As a means of relieving
this cost to the public, The
Travelers points to
suggestions that a statute
of limitations be enacted by
state legislatures to
shorten that long tall; that
attorneys' contingency fees
be limited according to a
predetermined schedule;
that compensation be
limited to the type of injury
as is the case of workers'
compensation); to
establish procedures for
binding arbitration as a
way around the sometimes
huge expenses and ex-
ensive court delays; and
to expand the powers of
'The sharp upsurge in. appropriate state medical
malpractice premium societies to weed out any
rates — and those rates incompetents in the
AMOY, CUMIN the tieing.; medical profession. IL
clakn costs — mean higher The Travelers booklet,
medical costs_ all around," "The Cost of Insurance:
the ,booklet states. What's Been Hap-
Aneffectofthishasbeen pening...and What's
the practice by many Ahead" is - available
doctors of "defensive through the firm's Office of
medicine:1441dB refers to Consumer - la 0 a   television that Taylor: won_In a- drawing the store
extra tests and the array of One Tower Square, Hart- sponsore4 Hodge and Sons gave away :;. _ television
grater precautkine ,that ford,_Conn,06115. -- as a part of the firm's recent anniversary celebration.
off sutilti:. possibility of
many doctors take to ward -
•
"Traffic Tapes" Contest Open
According to a report Kir
the Medical Society of the
State of N_ew York, "Many
.doctors - are- routinely X- LONG - GROVE; Ill.— between the students and.
•
raytho swollen ankles even Buying a-easwettetape-ean-- theischcols.
when they're 99 per cent be the first step in winning The significance and
sure it's just a sprain and 92(19° in the 22rd___ __. annual amPe af the Prablem clime,
not a break or a fracture. High School TrafftrSafety the completeness ' of
This can easily cost $30440. contest sponsored by the documentation and the —
Al) over the U,S„ ijoctors Kemper-. If;eirran-ee• quality cde, Mr -audio
patients to hospitals, for -ainliianiaLThe•_"Traf-iic Tab:es. -'2_,JP:ditesienliKtactri°tenria. will - 
- be-are-sentiing more and more
minor surgery, such as contest is open to all high Entries will be judged by
cyst removal, which they school students in the members of the Chicago .
used to handle in their United States. Teen-age area press and persons in
offices." contestants are asked to the field of traffic safety.
A Federal Government identify and investigate a "This contest is designed
report put at $3 billion per traffic safety problem in to accomplish two thing,"
















Nearly $800 million was
paid in 1975 by the nation's
doctors for malpractice
Insurance, a jump from $61
million paid 15 years
-earlier. This increase is
aidthe _snnsumer
seeking medical attention.
In a booklet on insurance
costs published by The
Travelers Insurance
Companies, this dramatic
increase is blamed on the
proliferation of
malpractice suits, an in-
crease in the size of set-
tlements, the weakening of
doctor-patient relation-
ships and thes.'"teirealistie
public expectation of what




bus company, Brooks Bus
Line, Inc. has received
national honors for out-
standing safe, driver
performance in the In-
tercity Division of the 46th
National,- Flee, Safety
Contest. The line serves
Murray.
Brooks Bus Line finished
third In the Eastern
Region, Group II, of the
contest, which is conducted
annually by the National
Safety, Couneil and spon-
sored by the American Bus
Association, the national
organization of the in-
tercity bus industry.
The award is based on
the .-.company's safety
4.111,. -4-
FREE TELEVISION — George Hodge of Hodge and
Sons, 205 South 5th, recently resented Sob Taylor,
Keniana Shores, !Sarnia'', a free- Sylvania 12 inch
To All High School Students
-iinuarY, 1976 throngli general pubiic - for documenting all researelll-jaard Challillan°41ett -
December, '1976. '
WiljiarnP, Bowling,
Chairman of the National
Fleet Safety Committee,
extended congratulations
to Brooke ARS Line, Inc.,
and -expressed ap-
preciation for its par-
ticipation in the contest.
accidents, as defined
by the American National
Standards. Institute, were-,




records by an auditor





complicated by what the
insurance industry, calls
ffie-"Iong"talL"-This is'the
unusually long period of
time between when an
_alleged malpractice occurs
and when a cliihn is made
and eventually paid.
- For instance, 20 per cent
of the claims for alleged
malpractice have not even
surfaced or been filed as
long as four years after
they were supposed to have
occurred. And it .is not
altogether unheard of for
THAT'S A FRET
PINNED DOWN'
HE SAFETY PIN WAS ACTUALLY
INVENTED-BY WALTER, Noe








PAVCNECKG, NAVE A v•As OF
VANIGNING MOO THIN AIR,
GOOD WAY 70 SALVAGE 
SOsiE
or vOuR SALARY IS 70 
SA9N
UP R:),2 THE PAYROLL 
SAVINGS
PLAN WHERE SOLI SVOR14 . -
AN AMOUNT SPEC/REV 
EM
YOU wra 115 eitEr ASIOE AAr
USEP TO au,/ u.s.SAWNGS
BONDS. AND WHILE VOLLRE
SPEW:VMS VOL/LL KNOvs
YOU'RE SAWN. 700





vu Know THAT TWO OF n4E
SIGNERS OF THE DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE WERE BROTHERS?
THEY WERE RICHARD HENR‘ LEE AND




The students-must propose young people to the critical
a solution to the probleM rake:tatty Of traffic safety,
and Present their finding tutd-th-Was—gran116W-liiir-
a 1 -minute cassette tape community traffic
presentation, problems across the
The first place winners of country.". _
the contest will receive For information and
$2000. Prizes of $1000 and contest materials, contact
$500 will be awarded to the Joh! Sullivan Baker,
'second and third place contest director, Public
winners repectively. Each Relations, D-1, Kemper
prize .split _evenly,' Iqaurance_ Conipanies,
Long Grove, Illinois 60049.





"The Businessman's Choice of Murray High. Shroat
attended -Murray State
102 North 4th Street University, Memphis State
University and University








Most of us experience •
- times when we need ex--
tra money and it's not
convenient to sell
something weornitoget _3
it. When you need
money for any wor-
thwhile purpose, see in. •E by Bill Boyd Well-understand. ••
•
There's no formal procedure: Just stop in and •








made your home, car
or business insurance
coverage too light?
• If your home or business burned down
tomorrow, would your insurance coverage
pay for rebuilding? •
Or, suppose-someone is injured on your
property or by your car Could your. liability
coverage handle it if the injured person sued
you for, say, '300,000 and Won? -
- To help hold dowrryour insurance rates, ore
yo willingto self tnsure your smaller losses "
by tokfpg higher deductibles?
You can't do much about inflation: -BO you
don't have to let it :undermine your loss
protection Call us today for a thorough
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Murray Business News Briefs
OLD CARRIAGE HOUSE — Mrs Andrew (Barbara) Seese, left, co-owner with her husband of the
Old Carriage House, 309 North 16th Street, Murray, is pictured with employees, left to right, Deb-
bie Scott, Nannette Durham, and Lynda Lyles — dressed in special skirts, blouses, and caps at the
grand opening of the restaurant held on October 15. Mr. and Mrs. Seese reside on Murray Route
Pottertown Highway, and have two children — a daughter, Sonia Seese, a student at the
University of Davis in Califonria, and a son, Thomas Sesse, residing in Phoenix, where he is at-
tending mechanic technology school. Andrew Seese just recently retired from the Air Force after
serving for 2W,, years with his last assignment at Travis Air Force Base, California.
















Precautions on Your Farm
Times- are changing.- Farms are 46
no' longer crime free! .Burglars
hove been known to make off
with costly equipment ... and if
you're not insured the lass is ten-




Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock
We at the
offer our
Truman Smith, 68, has
retired after 33 years with
Dale and Stubblefield
pruSs in'INrrar
Said Smith, "I'm not
going to retire Into a
rocking chair. But,-I think
it's about time I turned the
ice cream dipper over to a
younger man."
"I have the highest
esteem for the entire
Stubblettelli family,
especially Vernon Stub-
blend& Sr.," Smith said.
"I've enjoyed waithig on
all my friends and I'll miss
them," Smith explained.
Smith joined Dale and-
Stubblefield in 1944 at the
height of World War II.
"He (Vernon Stub-
blefield Sr ) stopped me on
the street and asked me to
work for him. That was in
*August'. The first day at
work I cleaned up the
upstairs where the tem-
perature was it lent' TOO'
degrees. I guess he wanted
to test me out!" Smith
explained.
Smith says retirement
will allow Min to -11Pend -
more time with -hie-wife5
work with his flowers and
visit_thesith. .
r
Hew R. Cooper Now
Partner In Truck Company
Hew R. Cor and his
former co-worker with
Roadway Trucks Inc. have
purchased the Bluegrass
Trucks, Inc. in Lexington,
Kentucky.
They are operating the
business which includes a
complete line of sales and




Autocar and Western Star.
They are also dealers for
many kinds of trailers such




Hew will principally be
retponsible for sales of
both new and used trucks
and trailers. His partner is















A new realty office of-
fering multiple listings and
providing service
throughout the United
States, has opened in
Murray.
The office, Nelson Shroat
- 4 Company, located in Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center, will
open its doors for business
Monday with an open house
slated' Tuesday.
Nelson E. Shroat, a
veteran realtor -with over
four years experience,
operates the new firm.
Shroat is a member of
local, state and national
board of realtors. His new
firm is a member of the
multiple listing service in
Murray and the office will
provide listings throughout




will be open to all types of
real Witte transactiohs,
offering a wide range of
real estate services.
Shroat and his wife Diane
live in Murray. He is a
Murrayan, a 1957 graduate1 9
071
5.
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ers Grab 1 3-6Homecoming Win
• . ••••••-
SUPER GAME — Claude Johnson (23) of the Tigers had a super game as he filled in at tlbacit
and gained 57 yards. Not only that, he had a great game on defense at cornerback and even had
a Pais interception.
(Stuff Kohn by Kevin Penick)
STICK HIM FELLOWS — Fullback Mike Lane of Hoptown doesn't get for on this, play as Frank
Gilliam (82) makes the stop and Robert Whitmer (56) is also really to be of assistance.
Three NFL Teams Looking For




Football League teams get
ready for action, the first
things they look for are
helmets and pads. But the San
Francisco 49ers, Kansas City
Chiefs and Tampa Bay
Buccaneers are beginning to
look for blindfolds and
,cigarettes.
After five weekends of
action, the three teams can be
excused if they equate
kickoffs with executions. After
all, they've been beaten every
time they have taken the field.
They will try again Sunday
to get their first victories of
the year—the 49ers at home
against the Detroit Lions, the
Chiefs at Sam Diego against
the Chargers and the Sues at
home against the Green Bay
Packers.
Among the NFL's more
fortunate teams Sunday,
Denver will be at Cincinnati,
BELL ANSWERS BELL — Whenever a pew football is needed in
play, the ammealio assviars dim bell is Tiger manager George
Ile also Isis- minbge flarliturray -State ThiorrOlired
baseball team. • -
Dallas at Philadelphia,
Baltimore at New England,
Houston at Pittsburgh,
Cleveland at Buffalo, the New
York Giants at Washington,
Oakland at the New York Jets,
Seattle at Miami, Atlanta at
Chicago and New Orleans at
St. Louis. Monday night's
game is Minnesota at Los
Angeles.
"When our, team steps on
the field, we've got to believe
we're better than who we're
facing," San Francisco
quarterback Jim Plunkett
says. The problem is, they
haven't felt that way.
Having the Lions show up at
this time won't help that
feeling, even though Detroit
has won only one of its last
- nine road games. Detroit
hasn't yielded a touchdown in
seven periods of play, since
the opening quarterire141-
loss to Minnesota Ott. 9.
Kansas City's problem, says
Coach Paul Wiggin, is "too
Hoptawn Makes Five Big Turnovers, Tiger
Defense'Plays Extremely Tough Once More
By MIKE BRANDON - 'But our defense did an door and there was only a
Ledger & Times Spiels Miter outstanding job, made the minute left in the game.
ItHapkinsville got a little adjustment and had a super But... -
mixed up on weekends and evening," Bins said. The ball got loose and in
somehow, came trick pe The Murray _High defense again came Mike Bruce. But
treating to Holland Stadium a did not give up the touchdown as they had done the entire
week early Friday night. to Hoptown. Instead, it was evening. the Murray High
"All week long, we had the Hoptown- defense that defense 'again was stellar.
prepared 
they 
wouldrecelf r be nmniem ngand jut earned the touchdown.' Hoptown got off four plays in
knew With Murray High holding a 55 seconds, the final play
wishbone at us," tatireay High 13-0 lead and with the ball on -being -an incomplete pass and
football coach. John Hine said. their own 28-yard line, with just at the moment the Hop-
Hopkinsville came up with a just over two minutes' left, town receiver had his hands
trick but it didn't provide Hoptown threw on the 'blitz. on the ball, he was rudely
them with a treat. Hoptown Quarterback_ .Greg Garland greeted by Claude Johnson.
-switched their plans and went. was caught. just -.before the. The jarring . and _pFrfectly-'.
with a pro-set formation but handoff and was hit by three tithed tackle imbtlied the ball
the Tigers adjusted well and Hoptown defenders. down and Murray took over
went on to claim a 13-6 Garland lost the ball on his andlet the final 11 seconds slip
Homecoming win. i own2.3 and it was there senior off the clock.
"They were a very difficult tacide Mike Bruce picked up "It was an extremely
team to defense because of the ball, used his two defen- Physical game for us," Hina
their speed and because of the sive teammates for blocking said.
options. But they _really and literally walked' into the "They were just as hard.
surprised_us I noticed-on_the_ enanne to throw a scare into. hitting .as was Marshall
game film where they used the the Murray Homecoming County and they had a lot-of
pro-set a couple of times last crowd. speed and that made them
week against Evansville. "'They just happened to call extremely tough. But they are
- the blitz at the right time and always a hard-nosed and
they executed it to per- fundamentally-sound team on
Yarborough' Looking fection," Hine said. defense. I thougfir we had
-They hit Greg right on the tremendous play, on defense
exchange and there just but we didn't have much of-
wasn't much we could do fentive play.
• - about it-' +lint -added._ - • "However, the---loss of
ROCKINGHAM, N.C. (AP) Hoptown, which had kicked Bumphis did hurt us ' of-
- Cale Yarborough can clinch only three successful PAT's fensively. But I felt Claude
his second consecutive Grand all season, kept their string of Johnson and Thomas Kendall
Natibna4 stock ear fai1ure'intát. both did -tremendous jobs in
championship by winning the The.excitement wasn't' over, filling in at tailback and Mile




Carolina .Motbr• Scie_edw-ai kick And they failed; Murray fullback," Hina added.
Sunday. taking over at the Hoptown 49. Early in the game, it ap-
Yarborough, who has not
1.017-mile 
Claude Johnson, filling in at. peared Murray High might be
won at the tailback for Grettis Bumphis in for a big night on offense.
speedway since capturing two who injured an ankle on the Hoptown went one play in
1975 events, leads fast-closing first play of the second half, the game and then the Murray
Benny Parsons by 378 points
broke down the left side for 12 defense let the visitors know
and six-tune titlist Richard
petty. b y 396 paints going *Ito  .,,yards „pee .   fullback Mike right. 
hi/
awaY, what kind of night
Hibbard carried for a gain- Of they were or a; big Davidthe race.
With only the Dixie 5013`Nov. 
13 for another first down. That Sfumtepbhienonso.nthe rHeocptoovewnredo. a
left -MurrarltnocIdng on the-6' and-the Los- Ang•eles Tirnes
many turnovers. You just
can't win in this league with_so
many turnovers."
So what does Kansas City
have to face at _San Diego?
Only the Anierican Football
Conferences' No.1 team in
pass defense.
Speaking of defense ...
haven't seen very much of it
out there lately." says-Tampa
For National Title
500- Nov. 20 left on the 1977
schedule after Sunday,
Yarboreugh needs to capture
Sunday's race to. assure
himself of an unbeatable 371-
plus point advantage for the
final two events.
The winner of a Grand
National race earns 175 points
and the leader of it least one
lap receives a five-point
bonus. The driver who leads
the most laps earns another
five-point bonus.
Yarborough is 177 points
short of clinching the
Bay Coach John McKay. He's
. -
championship. S9 he actually
right The liucs are 11th
the AFC. Addtotal defense in 
could earn enough points by
to that the fact,that they're
last in conference-offense and
you can see why the Buts are
not only winless this year but
since the team was formed 19
regularseason games ago.
While the 49ers, Chiefs and
Bucs try and avoid 0-6,
Denver, Delhi and Baltimore
try to Make their records 6-0.de Rockingham race, going after
In another key Matchup, his fourth consecutive victory
Hou air& -Pittsburgh, at this track andthe 10th of his -
career.. No other driver has
won more than four events
here.
Darrell Waltrip, fourth in
the point rate-,--19-- The only
other driver with even a
remote chance of catching
Yarborough, trailing by 438
ja)ints.
which belted ench other's
quarterbacks out of action two
weeks ago, meet again in
Pittsburgh with at least a
share of the AFC Central lead
at stake. The Steelers and
Oilers, along with Cleveland,
are 3-2 at the top, one game
ahead of Cincinnati.
finishing second, for 170
points, and leading the most
laps fora 10-point bonus. -
Parsons, who has won the
last two' super speedway
events, moved ahead of Petty
in the point race with an
impressive victory in the
National 500 two weeks ago.
4 Petty is the favorite for the
Pate Holds Lead In
Southern Tourney
.COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) —
_ Jerry _Pate claims he's happy
whether he wins or loses but.
admits it's more fun when
you're playing well.
Pate has played superly
for two days and he held a
commanding four-stroke lead'
entering today's third round of
the $125,000 Southern Open
Golf Tournament.
The 1976 U.S. Open winher
fired a 67 Friday over the par
70, 6,791-yard Green Island
Country Club course for a 36-
hole total of 131, nine-under-
par.
Defending champion Mac
McLendon and Johnny Miller
were a distant 135 as Pate shot
par to ribbons with excellent
shotmaking, especially in his
iron-play and putting.
"It's a matter of who hits
the most greens," said the 24-
year-old Pate, who won the
-Pheenix Open in January
before laying off with a
shoulder and hand injury.
"I'm driving the ball
absolutely perfect," said the
former University of Alabama
golfer, who is in his third .
season on the tour.
Pate opened with a bogey
Friday and added another on.
No. 7, while adding birdies on
holes four and five.
He took command of the
tourney with birdies on 10, 12
and 13. His longest birdie putt
was of eight feet:
_ Miller, a non-winner since
the Bob Hope Desert Classic in
Febraary 1976, said he was on
"the right track now."
Miller, who won the first of
his 17 tournament victories at
Columbus in 1971, said this has
been his worst 'season of his
career.
Dave Eicbelberger of Fort
Worth, Tex., was one stroke
behind Pate before' Friday's,
round; but he shot a 75 for 140.
Alikall;that nel1gtWri-
champion HubenGreen.
In four plays, the big Play
being a 17-yard pass from
Garland to wideout Roy
Richardson, the Tigers
marched the ball. in. with
Bumphis going 10 yards for
the TI).
Murray was penalized 15
yards- on the PAT as the
Tigers had 12 men on the field.
Murray then opted for the
conversion and failed. .
Hoptown also fumbled on its
second possession and Alvin
Parham reeovered for
Murray at the Hoptown 25.
Murray got four Yards in four
plays and gave up the ball.
Neither team came close
scoring for the rest of the half
and for the third quarter. But,
it was not a boring game as a
number of exciting and even
strange things look _
For instance, how many_ _
times have you ever seen two
quick-kicks in one game?
Hoptown did it. And once,
Thomas Kendall dropped back
to punt from his own 25 but
elected to run the ball instead
and gained 14 yards on the
play.
It was not until with 4:54 left
_in the game did Murray score
again. On a fourth and eight
from the Hoptown 2I-yard
line, Garland threw a pass
over the middle td Frank
Gilliam. .
• Gilliam made_ the 1enpIng
catili and when he landed, two
lioRown defensive 'backs
were there in front of him.
They weren't long. Gilliam
bowled both of them over on
the ground arid ran on into the
endwne for the touchdown.
The PAT by Willie Perry
made it a13-0 genie.'
"As,are a lot of the boys on
the teem, Gilliam is a super
athlete. He has a lot of
strength and he was able to
man-handle them after he
caught the ball. It was an
outstanding play," Hine said.
Some of the crowd began
headed out but before ,they
were gone, things got a little
too exciting as Hoptown came
back with the TD on the
fumble recovery then had a
chance to score again in the
final minute before the
Murray defense held on for the
In all, Hoptown had five
turnovers in the coNtest.-
Murray High, now, on e
three-game winning streak,
lips its seasoq record to 5-3 and
will go after( Paducah Tilgh-
man next week as the two




Passes Att. 11 14
Passes Comp. 3-11-1 4-14-2
Yards Pa.saing 44 ,
TotarYards 194 61
Penalties 45 75
Fumbles Lost 2 -1
Punts 4-146 5:179
Pinning...Avg. 36-5 351
Individual Rush*: Murray (150)-
--Basmphie44-; Jthnson M, Mb-
bard 26 and Garland -11. Hoptown (35 ) —
Lane 30, Lewis 40, Colon 3, Loftus -26 and
Howell -12.
Receptions: Murray (3-44) — Richar-
dson 1-12 Hoptown 4-
461.-L Least; 2-22sind Smith 2-25. ,
Fumble R000411141B: Murray (31 —
Crag .11611100:Thilta01490112mbenson.
Hoptowaf2lBrune42). -
Interceptions: Murray (Irv- Claude
Johnson land Kendall 1. Hoptown 1 )
Mark Johnson 1.
Now lbey Seared
Murray: 9:59 left in first quarter,
Bumphis 10-yard run. After 15-yard
penalty on PAT, Murray tried and
missed en two-point conversion. Murray
leads 6-0.
Murray: 4:54 left in game, Frank 
21-yarrseoling pass-from Greg
Garland. Perry PAT. HurraY
leads 13-0.
Hoptown: 2:10 left in game, Mike
' Bruce returns Murray fumble 23 yards








Why wait any longer for that car you've
been wanting? Find out about our con-
venient auto loans. And all paf-able in
nirrntfily installments, tailored to your
special budget. Well qv our beitto give
you fast, friendly service. Come in and
see us today'
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_
TWO SHY — Grettis Bumphis, who was injured early in the third period, digs for yardage. Bumphis exited the game 
with 44
yards and needed only two more to go over the 600-yard barrier for the season. Two other Tigers ore in the picture and they 
are
Mike Hibbard (36) and Craig Johnson (65). Hoptown players are Pat Simpson.(50) and Mike Bryce (75). Bryce scored the only T
D- -.="
for Hoptown. - (Staff Photos by Kevin Penick)
WRAPPED UP IN HIS WORK — Mike Hibbard (3)11k Tigers is literally wrapped up in 511 work:IfEbbord, an otottibittrn
blocking fullback, presented quite a problem to thesetwe-Woittown defenders who ore trying to make the stop
Schembechler 'Fearful' Of Clash
With Minnesota This Afternoon
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Many years ago, the
standard headline in the
Midwest used to read, "Stagg
fears Purdue." This weekend,
that's being replaced by
"Schembechler _fears
Minnesota."
You may be wondering why
the coach of the nation's No. 1
ranked college football team
one which has a 6-0 record and
has outscored its opponents
193-42, fears anyone, much
less Minnesota, which has
been trounced by Ohio State
and -Iowa and barely edged
lowly Northwestern.
• For the answer, here's
Michigan coach Bo
Schembechler:
"In all my years at
Michigan I have never had a
team so banged up. Last
Saturday against Wisconsin,.
we lost our seventh offensive
lineman this year.
"We have been foKtunate
that each time someone gets
hurt,- someone else steps in
and does the sob, but I'm
afraid that sooner or later it's
going to catch up with us."
What --S-Chembechler
neglected to mention was that
last Saturday, Michigan
whacked a 5-0 Wisconsin team
.56-0. i.nd 'it might be less
Land Auction
October 27, 1 p.m. rain or shine, S miles east of
Murray and 10 miles from lake on Hwy. 94E, 43.2 prime acres
offered in 5 tracts, none with less than 500' Hwy. 94 frontage.
Choice building sites and productive land on all.
"Zer ir
6.••
Tract 1 — 3.7 acres - cropland with small wooded area.
Tract 2 — 14.7 acres - approximately 4 acres cropland,
remainder wooded - truly select building sites.
Tract 3 — 9.5 acres - gently rolling fertile cropland.
Tracts 4 8. 5 — 4.8 and 10.5 acres, respectively - gently
rolling, all tillable.
Sellers reserve right to combine tracts 1, 2, 3 for minimum
bid of $250 over sum of separate bids. The same right applies
to tracts 4 & 5.
Terms: Immediate possession, 25°Z9cash day of sale, balan-
ce-upon delivery of deed.
,
P.L. Lqsiter 753-2802 Co-Administrators:




feared Purdue. After all. the
Boilermakers upset Michigan
16-14 last season and knocked
the Wolverines out of the No. 1
spot.
While Michigan • and
Minnesota are battling for the
Little Brown Jug today, there
were three games between
members of The Associated
Press Top Twenty, headed by
the annual intersectional
clash at South Bend, Ind.,
between fifth-ranked Southern
California and No. 11 Notre
Dame.
The other two, both Big
Eight Conference tussles, had
No. 16 Iowa State at No. 6
Oklahoma and No. 7 Colorado
at No. 18 Nebraska.
The rest of the Top Twenty
had runner-up Texas
Southern - Methodist,
Louisville at No. 3 Alabama,
No. 4 Ohio State at
Northwestern, No. 8 Kentucky
at Geoegia, Houston versus
No. 9 Arkansas at night in
Little Rock and West Virginia.
at No. 10 Penn- State.- _Also,
No. 12 Texas A&M at Rice in a
night game, Syracuse at No.
14 Pitt, No. 15 Californie at
UCLA at night, No. 17
Brigham Young at Wyoming,
Tennessee at No. 19 Florida,
and North Carolina State at
No. 20 Clemson. Texas Tech,
the No. 13 team, had the
weekend off.
The Southern Cal-Notre
Dame game loomed as a
battle between the Trojans'
offense and the Irish's
defense.
Besides Houston-Arkansas,
Texas -A&M-Rice and Cal-
UCLA, other night games
included: East Carolina at
The Citadel, Auburn at
Florida State, Tennessee-
Chattanooga at Jacksonville
State, Oregon at Louisiana
State, Arkansas State. at
McNeese State, North Texas
State at Memphis State,
Louisiana ...Tech • versus
Northwesten Louisiana at
Shreveport. Alcorn State at
-.Southern U., „Florida A&M at siar, torn nest then
Tennessee State, and Oe91.111 iieft and you have 
arrivedTech Tech aiTulane. • - 436-548T. oaollommh•
Three Of Five Top-Ranked
Teams Go Down In Defeat
/3) MIKE CLARK
- Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API —
It didn't pay to be a top-ranked
high school football team this
weekend.
Three of the five top-ranked
teams in the latest Kentucky
Associated Press poll were
beaten Friday, with the big
shocker Louisville Trinity's
10-7 loss to Louisville Bishop
David. .
Trinity, 8-1, has been the
toprated team in Jefferson
County AAAA the past two
seasons, is the defending state
Class AAAA champion and
owned a 22-game winning
streak before gametime. But
none of that mattered to third-
ranked Bishop David, 9-0.
Records also meant little to
Danville and •Raceland, the
winders in the other two big
games. Danville, rankek
second in'State-AAA, edged"
No. 1 Montgomery County 13-
12, and Raceland outscored
Nicholas County, the
previously unbeaten State A
leader, by 34-20.
Two top-ranked teams had
little trouble winning.
Henderson County of State 
AAAA collared Union County
41-21 and Bardstown of State
AA earned a playoff berth by
-blanking No. • .4 Washington
County 16-0.
- Kevin McGrath put Bishop




Anderson Co 28 Mercer Co0
Bardstown 16 Washington Co 0
Bell Coil Williamsburg 0
Bellevue 35 Beech wood 0
Berea 12 Garrard Co 6
Bourbon Co 34 Bath Co 3
Bowing Green 21 Lou Durrett 6
-Boyle Co 37 jiincoln Co 0
Breathitt Co 78 Estill Co 8
Caldwell Co 28 Ft Campbell 18
Campbellsville 39W Hardini
Carroll-Co 24 Eminence 0.
Christian Co 34 Todd Central 2
Corbin 26 Laurel Co 7
Covington Holmes 4 Covington ett 1), 11
Cumberland  15 Whi " •
Danville 13 Slontiomery 
—..—
Daviess Co 25 Owensboro Cath .1, Qt.
Dresden Tenn 44 Fulton Coil
F Hardin 49 Grayson Co 0
Edlholilon to 3s Adair C6 6
Elizabethtown 48 Oldham Co 21,
ErtangeelJoyd 40 Conner 0
Franklin Co IS Clark Co 6 - •
Franklin-Simpson 12 Glasgow 0
Ft Knox 33 N Bultiii IS
Ft Thus Highlands 22 Simon Kenton 17
Harlan 12 Lynch 7
Harrison Co 21 Woodford Co 19
Harrodsburg 36 Paris 7
Hazard 24 Leshe Col
Henderson Co 41 Union Co 21
Henry Co 14 Beth Haven 0
Huntington Fast WVa 21 Boyd Cot
Jeffersontown 14 Lou Ballard 13
Jessamine Co 20 Wayne Co 14
Johnson Central 34 Rowan Co 0
Lewis Co 23 E Carter 14
Lea Bryan Station 23 Scott Co 21
Lex Lafayette 30 Owensboro Apollo 0
Lea Tales Creek25 Owensboro 24
Lone Oak 21 Metropolis III 12
1.2ii Atherton 14 Lou Male 6 •
Lou Bishop David 10 Lou Trinity 7
Lou Doss 19 Lou Moore 3
Lou Eastern 8 Fern Creek 6
Lou Fairdale 35 Lou Valley 8
Lou Iroquois 27 Pleasure Ridge Park 7
Lou Manual 72 Lou Central 6
Lou Seneca 6 Lou Thos Jefferson 0
Lou Southern 20 Lou Butler 12
Lou Stuart 25 IMU Shawnee 6
Lou Western 22 Lou Westport 8
MC Napier 50 Johns Creek 20
Madisonville 15 Paducah Tilghman 12
Marion Co 21 Bullitt Central 14
Marshall Co 31 McLean Co 20
Mayfield 28 Heath 14
Maysville 12 Fleming Co 0
Meade Coil Shelby Co 12
Metcalfe Co 38 Gamaliel 14
Middlesboro 27 Evarts 0
Murray 13 Hoplcinsville 6
N Hardin 14 LaRue Co 13
Nelson Co 13 Green Co 12
Newport 25 Dixie Heights ti
Newport Cath 20 Boone Co 8
Ohio Co 48 Breclunridge Co 0
Owen Co 32 Hancock Co 7
Paintsville 21 Lawrence Cot
Phelps 30 Elkhorn City 0
Pikeville 42 Mullins 0
Pineville 16 Knox Central 8
Portsmouth Ohio 14 Ashland 7
Prestonsburg 21 Morgan Co 0
Raceland 34 Nicholas Co 20
Re idland 12 Crittenden Co 0
Rich Madison 20 Ludlow 10
Ftockcastle Co 14 Whitley Co 13"
Russell 17 Greenup Co 14
Russell Co 53 Casey Cot!
Russellville 14 Trigg Co 8 OT
Taylor Co 21 Hart Co 0
Tompkinsville 27 Allen Co 20
Virgie 31 Fleming-Neon 13
Warren C,ehtral 26 Barren Co 8
Warren East 27 Butler Co 6
Webster Co 12 Ballard Memorial 6 OT
Wheelwright 54 Jenkins 22
W Carter 3 Fairview 0 OT
23-yard field goal 11 seconds
before halftime, and Mike
Harreld's 10-yard pass to
Jerry Meyer in the fourth
period clinched the outcome.
Trinity scored with four
minutes left on Greg
NteGtitres one-yard run but
the Shamrocks were unable to
get the ball back after that.
Stefan Turner's one-yard-,
run and Mac Carter's,
conversion kick were the
difference as Danville, 8-2,
.outlasted Montgom.ery
County, 8-2. The losers got a
pair of touchdown passes from
Arthur Douthitt, but came up
empty on two extra point runs.
Riceland's Alan Stewart
rushed for 235 yards and four
touchdowns while the defense
limited Nicholas County, 8-1,
to 107 total yards. Stewart ran
58,67, 2 and 48 yards for scores
as Raceland built its record to
6-2 and earned a playoff berth.
Barry Skaggs scored four
touchdowns and rushed for 174 -
yards to. lead playoff-bound
Henderson County to its eight
win in pine games.
Tohnny Downs passed for a
pair of touchdowns • as
Bardstown, 9-0, handed
Washington County its first
loss in nine games.
Four other ranked teams
were beaten Friday — No. 3
Masfield of State AA topped
fifth-ranked Heath 28-14,
Newport Catholic got two
touchdown runs froin Larry
Poston in taking a 20-14
verdict from No. 2 Boone
County of State AAAA; No. 4
Russell of State AAA nipped
No. 3 Greenup County of State
AAAA 17-14, and Lexington
Bryan Station outlasted fifth-
ranked Scott County of State
AAA 23-21.
In other games involving
ranked teams: .
—Jefferson County AAAA:
No. 2 Southern shaded Butler
20-12 and. -No. 5 Doss
decisioned Moore 194. No. 4
St. Xavier piiys DeSales
tonight.
—State AAAA:' -No. 4
Bowling Green blitzed
Louisville Durrett 24-7 as Jeff
Taylor scored twice and
rushed for 115 yards and No. 5
Lexington Tates Creek edged
Owensboro 25-24.
—State AAA: No. 3
Franklin-Simpson blasted
Glasgow 32-0.
-LState AA: Steve Bird
scored two touchdowns as No.
2 Corbin pounded Laurel
County 26-7. •
—State A: No. 2
Harrodsburg battered Paris__
36-7, No. 3 Paintsville halted' -
Lawrence County 21-6, No. 4.
Tompkinsville held off Allen _
County 27-20 as Larry Graves
scored twice and rushed for
179 yards and No. 5 Bellevue
crushed Beechwood 35-0.
Kay Signed
- ATLANTA API — Rick
Kay, a former Los Angeles
Rains linebacker placed .on
waivers earlier this week, has
been signed by the Atlanta
Falcons and will be with the
team Sunday in Chicago.
The National Football
League club Friday _
announced the signing of Kay,
a 6-foot-4, 235-pounder who
h•-• been with the Rams for
four years.
Atlanta Coach Leeman
Bennett said it is doubtful the
linebacker will play Sunday in
the Falcons' game.
Are You Serious? Do you











Take 94 Fast out of Murray
Jo,' 2 mOes. Turn right on
280. Follow 280.Tor 7 miles
past Sonner's Grocery Take








Here's how to get it —
• Fill out-'a request form for a free home energy
survey. Forms are available at our offices.
• An energy advisor will inspect your home and
tell you whether you need more attic insulation
as well as recommending other energy saving
measures.
• If you heat electrically, need mOre attic insula-
tion and want it, we'll lend the money to get
insulation installed up to at least R-19 value.
• You'll have up to 36 months to pay back the
loan in equal payments on your electric bill and
no interest or carrying charges.
• We'll provide you with a list of local contractors
participating in the program. After the job
passes inspection, we'll pay the contractor for
his services.
• Homeowners, renters, and rental property own-
ers who heat electrically are all eligibly for the
loan if they need more attic insulation.
• Everyone, no matter what kind of heat you
have, is eligible for the free home energy survey.
West Ky. Rural Electric Coop Corporation
Merray-Mayfiald
Request A Free Home
Energy Survey
E.' Please send me FREE the energy
self-survey material so I can see what I
can do to save on my energy costs
Putting a _ceiling Li Please have an energy advisor
on energy waste contact me about doing a FREE energysurvey on my home and telling me
what I can do to save on thy energy






I am a :1.] homeowner
G renter
ID owner of rental property
I heat my home with electricity, natural gas.
coal. LP gas. wood (CIRCLE ONE)
Power distributor
Account No. (if known.).
Most •convenient time to contact me 
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hutch Greer Outu Editor
Local Outdoor Mist And
Others Honored ay SEOPA




top honors in the group's
annual awards program.
Cash awards were
presented at SEOPA's annual
conference here.
Clarence ( Soc) Clay, South
Shore, Kentucky, Outdoor
Editor for Everman Family
newspapers, took first. place in
the newspaper category,
sponsored by Bowater Cor-
poration. Second place went to
V.H. (Doc) Jernigan, a free-
lance writer from Man—
chester, Tennessee.
In the magazine category,
sponsored by Georgia-Pacific,
top prize went to Buck Taylor,
free-lance writer from
Brentwood, Tennessee.
Second place went to Wade
Bourne, Editor of the Benton,
Kentucky Tribune-Courier.
Don Pfitzer, free-lancer of
Decatur, Georgia, had the
best published photograph and
Marvin Tye of Montgomery,
-Alabama, Executive Director
of the Alabama Wildlife
Federation, took second place.
Westervelt Lodge of
Tuscaloosa, Alabama spon-
sored the photo contest.
SEOPA is ad organization of
about 150 outdoor writers,
photographers and broad-
casters from the southeast.
60 Mao Am.r4áns Miniint Asking
lieesthes Top Roods
A record 60 million
Americans spent close to $.318
million on state hunting and
fishing licenses in 1976, ac-
cording to state license sales
figures released recently by
Director Lynn A. Greenwalt of
the Interior Department's
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
"Both figures are record
highs," said Greenwalt, "and
they show that Americans
continue to find hunting and
fishing major pasttimes." One
of every five Americans en-
joys the outckarsahis way.
The figures -represent an
increase of $23 million in state
ortsman's Journal
Officials at Land Between
The Lakes have announced a -
total of 4'450 permits have
been issued to bowhunters
who have hunted in tht
- Kentucky - - --Tennessee
----portion of LBL. During the
opening week of bow season, a
--total of 86 deer,-46 initentucky
add 40 in Tennessee were
harvested.
Hunters are reminded to
check out deer at either the
North, South, or Central In-
formation Stations at LBL as
early as possible instead of
waiting until the end of the
day.
.,
In recent years, Wisconsin
has emerged as one of the top
deer bowhunting states in the
country. There are four
reasons for this advancement:
I. a lengthy split season; 2. a
healthy and stable White-tail
herd; 3. a wide variety of
hunting condition: and 4.
plenty of public areas. Of-
ficials are- predicting that
125,000 hunters will take out a
bow liscense this fall and their
odds for success are about 10-
1, which aren't too far from
those of their gun-toting
brethren.
In recent years, the bow
harvest has steadily grown
with- 13,636 deer regist
last year compared to 13,588 in
1975 and 12,513 in 1974.
Waupaca County was tops
again last year with 1227 deer
registered, the only county to
top the 1,000 mark.
Permanent tree stands are
legit in Wisconsin under some
cireurnstances such as •
private land with the consent
of the landowner. On state
grounds, however, you must
remove your tree stand at the
close of hunting hours each.,
day and the stand must not do
permanent damage to the
tree. If you are hunting on
land owned or controlled by a
county, a school district or a
municipality, check their local
rules if you plan to travel up
there for a, hunt. ,
And from the state
Maine—An innovation this
year in the deer season is the
law enacted by the state
legislature that reserves the
opening Saturday of deer
season for Maine residents
only.
There are also changes in
archery licenses that will
affect hunting this year.
Briefly, here, is what happens:
The special archery license
necessary to hunt from
opening day of the special
season which began Oct. 3)
expires the last day (Oct. 28)
of the special season as in
previous- years. However, on
Oct. 24, a new license will be
available and will be valid






24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
We Appreciate Your Business
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• Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our .Spotting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & fishing licenses—
 11
Next year's license will be,
valid from the day of purchase
to DeC. 31, 1978. --
The new license will be valid
for bowhunting on any species
in-open season—not rust
daring the special deer-
season. The non-resident
archery license will be $30.50
fat present it is $60.50).
Resident archery licenses will
be $7.50—no change.,
An extended 18-day archery
deer season is scheduled to
begin in the state of Penn-
sylvania on Dec. 26 and run to
Jan. 14. The Game Com-
mission reminds archers that
a mechanical release for a
bow.. of any kind is unlawful.
sales and 500,000 in license approved projects."
holders over 1975. Since some Pennsylvania led all states
states do not require licenses in the nation last yearin sales
for ocean fishing, children of hunting. licenses with 1.9
under 16, Or senior citizens, million licenses, tags, per-
these figures are considered mits, and stamps sold.
conservative estimates. Michigam, New York, Texas
"The revenues derived from and Wisconsin ranked just
these license sales enable below.
states to conduct their fish and Montana had the distinction
wildlife conservation and of being the most frequently
management _ rams visited state_ by out-of-state
Greenwalt said. "Additional hunters.- Last year • over
funds cane from Federal Aid 127,000 non-resident permits
in Fish and Wildlife were sold there.
Restoration programs under Hawaii had the fewest
which States are reimbursed licensed hunters and fisher-
up to 75 percent of the cost of men.
.The age old adage that
Women are not --outdoor
oriented certainly doesn't hold
true any longer. In a recent
address to the Sporting Goods
Manufacturer's Association,
Charles D. Greenide, PH.D.
and President of Continental
Group, Inc. stated that there
are approximately 1,000,000
women involved in archery
and that there are 1,672,000
women who are registered
hunters in the U.S. With more
women being involved in the
outdoor sports several new
organizations have been
formed to serve their needs.
Two of these are:




HEY, HEY! LOOK AT HERE! A full limit of bass are strung
up after being caught on top water lures down in the
Blood River Area. Fisherman A.D. Kelly, Rt. 6, Murray,
excited Charlie Scott when he pulled into -Id:fin Cobb
Resort with the stringer The largest bass tipped the
scales at 5 powids 12 ounces, 4 pounds 12 ounces, and 2
pounds C2 ounces.
Photo Courtesy Irvin Cobb Retort
National Rifle Association
1600 Rhode Island Avenue,
N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036.
A new and innovative
membership-activities
program designed exclusively
for the outdoor oriented
woman of today. WINRA is for
active women of all ages be
they experienced in the out-
doors or the newcomer who is
adventuresome enough to try
something new.
OUTDOOR WOMEN, 500
12th Street, S.W., Suite 810,
Washington, D.C. 20024.
For women of all ages who
are interested in, or would like
to become interested in,
outdoor sports activities
ranging from hiking to
camping, fishing L hunting,
sailing to skin diving, skiing to
mountain climbing and more.
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:3011:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
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Minis Pot Hunters
Basic Sighting in
To zero a hunting rifle, pick
a safe backstop like a range,
abandoned quarry or sand-
bank, shoot prone over a
padded log or pile of boards.
From 25 yards with hunting
ammunition shoot and adjust
sights until the points of aim
and impact are the same.
Always move your rear sight
in the direction you want the
•
impact or bullet holes to
move. With a scope, follow the
arrows. Now go back to 100
yards. Also from rest, firing
Shots in pairs, shoot and ad-
just until the shot group is 3
inches high for a medium high
velocity rifle like a .30-06, 142
inches above aim for a low
velocity type like a .30-30. You
now have your rifle targeted
for adequately sure hitting
without holding over or under
throughout the range of sure
bullet expansion.
Patterning A Shotgun
One of the best steps a
shotgunner can take toward
'assuring hunting success is to
pattern his gun with the
various loads he intends to use
in the field or blind. It's not
hard, and it really pays off.
-
The pattern percentage of a
shotgun is the number of
pellets it puts in a 30-inch
circle at 40 yards divided by
the number of pellets in the
charge. If 70 per cent, It - is-
designated full choke; if 60 per
cent, modifield; if 50 per cent,
improved cylinder.
To determine the per-
centage of your gun delivers,
tack up a large sheet of paper
at 40 yards. Fire at it and
swing a circle of 15-inch radius
around the greatest con-
centration of holes. Count the
holes on or inside the circle.
Then count the number of shOt
in the type of shell you used
and divide it into the number
of holes to obtain your per-
centage. Repeat the firing for
at least five samples to obtain
a reliable average per-
centage.
Hunter Orange
- Thats the name of the in-
tense, fluorescent orange
color seen on a lot of hunting
clothes nowadays. There's a
good reason for it. Hunter
orange is more easily spotted
than any other color in the
field, particularly in the dim
light before dawn and near
•
sunset. States that have made
hunter -tmge mandatory for
wear in the field report sharp
reductions in hunting ac-
cidents, so wise hunters are
wearing hunter orange hats
and vest even when not
required to. Hunter Orange is
required for Kentucky deer
hunters and since the
regulation has been adopted
there have been no fatalities to
those hunters wearing the
safety garments.
Shooting Glasses -
Smart gunners know that
good, impact-resistant
ihordrig glasses are an ab-
solute safety requirement
whether on the range or in the
field. They also know that on
sunny days green or gray
lenses will keep their eyes
fresh and unfired by glare,
helping them get on target
faster, while yellow glasses
which brighten up the land-
scape will sharpen their
shooting in dim or fading light.
They know too that by wearing
shooting glasses they avoid
the risk in being painfully
"twigged" in the eye while
hunting in brushy cover so
they never go afield without
Jthern
Hearing Protection
Hearing guards are not too
practical for most hunting, but
the man who likes to sharpen
his skills on the target range
m'shbuld never be without them.
Heavy, repeated exposure to
the sound of shotguns, center
fire rifles or handguns causes
permanent hearing damage
which may not be discovered
until it's too late. Whether
muff type, plug, valve or
custom molded insert, every
target shoojer can find a kind
of hearing guard he'll find-
comfortable and easy to weir.
Ihinittathly Course Offered
A free ,hunter education
course will be held Oct. 27, 28,
29 at Camp John Currie
located off 68 in Fairdealing,
Ky.
The course, sponsored by
-the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources,
will include classroom in-
struction in firearm safety,
sportsmanship, hunter ethics,
first aid and outdoor survival.
The Saturday will youngsters participating in
feature actual hinge firing the youth deer hunts at Lana'
and- ..Pr4.04T with both Between the Lakes. At-
firearms and archery tendance at all three sessions
equipment. is required for certification.
Those successfully com- Any person., regardless of
pleting the course will receive -age, who is -interested in the
safe hunter Certificates valid—shooting sports or waiits-to
in any of the 23 states where . ,become a safer hunter is......
such certification is required. . welcome, to attend. For ad-
Completion of this or a similar ditional information, contact
hunter education course is Brian R. Bullock 1-753-9718.
also•a - requirement for those
Fish lice Aren't  Nice
Some fish are lousy. At least
that's the opinion of fishery
biologists studying the out-
breaks of fish lice which occur
periodically in some parts of
the country.
Most often the louse
problem comes to the
scientist's attention when a
fish kill happens and the
evidence of a massive louse




great deal about what happens
to fish infested with lice, other
than they die if the parasites
occur in great numbers.
Under normal conditions lice
are present in .low numbers,
but occasionally a major
641 Super Shell
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
outbreak of lice occurs and
fish are then killed by their
parasitic companions. Even
the exact conditions required
to set off an abnormal hatch of
fish lice aren't known,
although it is associated with
warm water.
Lice are believed to cause
death to fish in a couple of
ways. One, they inject
quantities of a toxic substance
into the fish's bloodstream.
Secondly, lice destroy the
protective mucus covering
which all fish have on their
skin, and fungi infection then
sets in damaging the fish and
causing death.
In answer to questions,
scientists say there is no
danger of harm to persons
eating fish which have liee.
The louse . an -external
creature, living on the -fish's
skin and is destroyed and
removed when the fish -Is-
scaled and prepared for
cooking.
You can't readily see fish
lice with the naked eye, unless
you've had some experience
looking for them. Most mature
lice are less than 1-16ths of an
inch long, and mans' are so
transparent it is impossible to
spot them without a
magnifying glass. Perhaps the
most encouraging news, for
anglers is that lousy fish are
few and far between. Major





We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
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Well, it finally happened.
After seven long weeks of
untold miseries; like cold hot
dogs for supper, days on end of
sons staring at one like some
creature from outer space la
dumb creature he who would
sell the beloved family jeep),
funny things to tell to people
who will not laugh, and rather
constant exclamations of
"Look, there's a jeep. We used
to have one til you know who
sold it." Mortal man can only
endure so much of this
treatment.
Then there was also the
agony of the subsconscious
mond. Why did you do it? You
always have acted about half
crazy.- did some' unregulated
horminie react on an unknown
gland and make you suddenly
go stark raving mad? You feel
like the guy who got up in the
middle of the night and beat
the daylights out of the house
cat with a baseball bat for
barking. You leave the house
in the morning with an uneasy
feeling, like maybe you forgot
to put on. your pants or there
are four less rooms than there
used to be. Even the fact that
you had enough money in the
bank for one month to avoid a
service charge doesn't help.
Its tainted money. Money like
Benedict Arnold collected.
You made a peach of a deal
but the aftermath finds you
drowning in persimmon juice.
But you were lucky. Ex-
tremely lucky to live in a place
like Murray, Kentucky where
you have folks in the bank who
can sympathize with a fellow
undergoing such persecution.
Lucky to have-folks in the four
-;
Four Wheeling
wheel drive business that
understand the necessity for
coming up with the answer.
Lucky to find the governor's
commission on agriculture
feels that tobacco will be
grown thru the year 1994, and
that it will produce income in
most years. Lucky to have
wife and two sons who produce
eighty-seven ballpoint
fountain pens on the spur of
the moment when you inform
them that all that is necessary
to get another jeep is to sign on
the dotted line.
In the face of such over-
whelming consequences we
gave in. But let it be said for
the record that we fought jeep
fever like a tiger for many
moens._Two to be exact. If all
the folks in the world had
resistance to the common cold
like we did to jeep fever, each
family would need one fifty-
five gallon drum of Formula-
44 per week. .
One of the loyal readers of
the column informed me this
week that the odds on us
getting another four wheel
drive to replace the Red Runt
had been fantastic. He din-
sidered a bet that the Dodgers
would win the 1977 World
Series after the sixth game
ended was safer than betting
that we wouldn't buy another
four wheel drive.
Well, anyway we did. The
grease stained concrete slab
outside the rear door of the
house now has a new oc-
cupant.
Did we acquire what we
considered to be the world's
most perfect four wheel drive







back to Florida and into the
Bass Capitol of the World—
The St. , John's- River. This
tourney is the largest in the
world with prizes totaling
$100,000 (based on a 400 man
field.).
The man, or woman, (oh,
yes it is open to women) that
wins this tourney will truly be
the World Champion. He, or
she, will win a $20,000 vacation
retreat, completely furnished,
on the St. John's River. The
vacation lodge will be given by
Ed Sidle, owner of the
Wilderness Lodges in
Georgetown, Fla., who is also
a co-sponsor of the World
Championship.
Entry fee for this tour-
will hold your spot. Entries
are coming in steadily each
day. Don't miss your chance
to fish in the greatest of all
tournaments. Where "else can
ou fish sucli_a tournament for
a guaranteed First Place of-




" Besides 'cash prizes for
second thru fiftieth places
prizes will be given by Ranger
Boats, Garcia; Bagley Bait
Co. and Lew Childre & Sons.
Send your deposit in today.
Turn your hobby into a profit
and have fun doing it! For
more information contact
AMERICAN BASS






-Your full service 
slation













1'105 Pogue 753- 1 489
By Hemp Brooks
by a reader this very week.
The answer to put it bluntly is
no. We don't think there is a
four wheel drive anywhere
near perfection, and it may be
a long time conung.
What we bought Li a four
wheel drive that came the
closest to meeting what we
thought we wanted. And we
had some unusual criteria in
Its selection. First Pt all-sinett
it is to be towed behind the
camper on various occasions,
weight was critical. Anything
over four thousand pounds
was out. We wanted com-
fortable seating for a family of
four. And we wanted a vehicle
that could double up for the
family car much of the time. A
necessity since the purchase
of this rig is going to delay
replacement of the car - it
may even become an antique.
That pretty well said
automatic transmission, and
power steering.
Of the myriad assortment of
four wheel drive models for
1978 how many do you suppose
fit these criteria? We found
just one.
There used to be six dif-
ferent "bobtail" four wheel
drives on the market. In 1978
there are just two. The Jeep
CJ's and the Toyota. The
Datsun Patrol and the
venerable British Land Rover
have strangled in smog laws
and are no longer imported.
The Bronco and the Scout
have grown up, into the size of
four wheelers most folks buy
these days.
The Toyota is one fine four
wheel drive rig. Probably the
toughest one on the market.
But it cannot be had with
automatic transmission.
The Scout came close, Its
got all the options. Sizewise it
fits squarely between the
genuine ','bobtaiLs" and the
newer breed of four wheel
drives - aia Blazer, Ram-
charger, and Broco. It was
Just to heavy. Like some other
things I know of by the way.
The successor to the -Red
Runt" is an almost red Jeep
CJ7 of the automatic per-
suasion, complete with plastic
hard hat, the tried and trusted
AMC 304 V-8, and "dirt-
digger" gears of the 4.11 set.
Right now it needs a name.
If you'd like to help out, have
at it. Give us a call or drop a
card to Route 2 Murray.
HAPPY FOUR
WHEELING.
Some *Ors Paint Poor Heim
The National Shooting
Sports Foundation (NSSF)
recently took a close look at
the non-hunting world for
some answers to the anti-
hunter problem. What they
found' was interesting.
After interviewing hundreds
of people, Batten, Barton,
Durstine and Osborn (BB-
D&O) in New York, resear-
chers for NSSF and the third
largest advertising agency in
the U. S., concluded that the
public does not find hunting a
particularly unfair contest or
To The Point...
Riek Normality'
It was 3:00 A. M. Sunday
morning as my pickup ambled
its way through the darkness
toward Ballard County
Wildlife Refuge. I had slept
only two and a half hours
beforehand and was skeptical
about whether or not I could
handle a full day of hunting.
We arrived at the check
station quite early, and lined
up with the other one hundred-
plus early morning creatures.
After my partner, Ralph
Jackson, and I checked in, we
began to survey the quality of
hunters present, along with
their equipment. There were
all kinds of bows. arrows,
quivers, and stands as well as
all kinds of people. But
everyone is the same, once he
dons his carno. Everyone was
checked in, and after oqe of
Mr." Monahan's famous
speeches, we began to load
into their trucks. Ralph and I
was lucky, our route placed us
on an old bus somewhat more
comfortable than the old
*trucks. But it was kinds
el crowded with thirty people,
and their equipment aboard.
We were dropped along our
area; which was area one,,at
the locations of our choice. I
4 should explain at this point
that the refuge was divided in
"sick activity. Nor do they
think the need for hunting in
today's society is a burning
issue.
However, the public does
find fault with the hunter
himself. He is seen as a no-
talent, poorly prepared in-
dividual who does a rotten job
in the field, scattering crip-
pled and wounded Arne. He is
viewed as dangerous to other
hunters as well.
Attitudes conveyed to
BBD&O picture the American
hunter with few ethics. he
pays littler—heed -to--"-No
was find my way across the
field at the edge of the woods.
After entering the woods, I
expertly walked one hundred
fifty yards in an iinIcnown
direction, competently in--
formed Ralph that he was in
an excellent spot, and that he
should climb a tree. Then
proceeded to walk in another
unknown direction. That was
before daylight, and two and a
half hours later, I was still
walking. I had not realized
that due to the flat terrain, and
similarity of the trees, that it
is virtually impossible to find
one's way.in that river bottom
country. After walking
completely out and back in
again, I found my tree. It was
eight-thirty and I had seen
about fifteen deer already. I
finally got into my tree, and
ready, not more than thirty
minutes passed before the
first deer walked by. As the
day wore on, I began to keep a
journal of the deer I saw. Not
an hour went by that I didn't
see deer. But it was one-thirty
before I saw what I came for.
Six does approached, and
began wandering about, -and
behind them, the biggest buck
.1 have ever seen in my life,
half, and one half divided into -This buck had at least ten
three, one-thousand acre
plots... Forty people Were
allowed to hunt each area. We
were the last to be dropped off,
and I found it amusing at the
people who were lost, even on
the bus. I didn't realize how
lost one could be in Ballard
County. I had scouted the area
we were hunting a couple of
days beforehand, and was
certain I could find the trees I
had marked. About all I did do
Outtloof Camera
Fall is an ideal time to plan
- -a photo outing, and some of
the prettiest picture settings
occur around the lakeland
area which hakre been popular
boating and other outdoor
recreation sites all summer.
It isn't difficult to capture on
film the beauty of Fall, but it
does take a little effort to get
the really great pictures most
of us deiire. The professional
photographers suggest you
keep in mind two basic
techni9ues commonly used to
get the kind of pictures that
appear in calendars and
magazines.
Almost all outdoor color can







• Qualified Bear Archery Service. .
•
• _ P1.05,2511 ' •
•
dark blue sky as-background
Often this isn't possible unless
a polarizing filter is used.
Polarizing., intensifies the
blues appearing in trees and
the sky, and this helps the
other colors in your
photographs to stand .out
against the dark horizon.
Check with your-.camera
department for more in-
formation about polarizing
filters. They're simple to use
and are worth learning about.
Scenic photos are usually
enhanced by the addition of
action. This can be as little as
someone standing in the
foreground and looking




Slizing in servicing tires II 4 W.D. Vehicles
—"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling rwes
408 Koh In The Jackson Purchase 753-6779
Murray Home & Auto
. Bear'
The )lore tor the
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's
points, with a span over
twenty inches, and upper tines
-of- nine inches or more in
length. I held my breath as my
knees began to shake, and he
wandered by, just out of
range. This was just a sample
of the- excitement I
perienced that day and the
next. I decided right then that
I Wanted one of the giants, or
nothing at all. After all, just
sitting in the woods was well
ripS_
be more elaborate with
several people roasting hot
dogs Over a fire, or a similar
picnic scene.
It's not difficult to set up
such a picture with your
family, and the resulting
photos will make the extra
effort worthwhile. Be sure to
choose a site where colorful
trees and bushes form a back-
drop to the action scene in the
foreground.
This Fall, plan to spend a
day in the lakeland area with
your camera. It's a great way
to get some family
photographs that will be en-
joyed for many years.
Trespassing" signs, shoots
near roads and ignores the
rights of others, according to
the people interviewed.
BBD&O attemeted to pick
p..e.ople without a bias for or




Connecticut, said there is no
easy solution to the problems
of public attitude brought to
light by the survey, but
education of present and
future hunters is certainly a
start.
worth the trouble and ex-
pense. We were required to be
back on the roads at six o-
clock, so I reluctantly left the
woods and was carried back to
the check station. There I lear-
ned that Ralph had collected a
nice seven pointer that
weighed about one hundred
thirty -pounds. I checked out,
washed up, and we went to
supper. Afterward, I bedded
down, anxious for the
next day. I had probably seen,
sixty deer, including several
nice bucks. After an early
breakfast, I was at it again;
same routine. I was sure of
myself this time, as I walked
Into the dark woods. Again,
after two hours of wandering,
I foFicl my tree. This day was
as exciting as the previous. I
saw almost as many deer, and
several monster bucks. I had
selected my tree about thirty
yards off what must have been
a main trail. The big deer
were close, but just did not
present a very good op-
portunity to shoot. Although, I
did manage to clip a limb on a
thirty-two yard.. shot at a
beautiful twelve-plus pointer.
During the two days, I guess
saw six deer in the two-
hundred plus pound, and ten to
twelve point category. And,
though I did not manage to
collect my trophy giant, I
must conceed that this was the
most thrilling ht I have ever
experienced. I spent probably
twenty hours in the stand, and
never got tired, or bored.
When you enjoy a woods and
feel so elated, as I was during
this hunt, you have to consider
huntthe 'successful. _
During the first bow hit,
about twenty deer were taken,
four of which were of the large
variety,. weighing in around
two-hundred pounds. I feel
there would have been several
more taken,„ except Many of •
the hunters were as selective
as I was, and the second af-
ternoon was somewhat windy,
spreading our scent in all
directions. The next hunt is
this weekend with a sluggun
only hunt, on Friday and
Saturday, • and 'another bow
hunt, on.Sunday and Monday.
Then there are a few more
hunts in the following
weekends. You might keep an
eye peeled for reports of these
hunts as it is rumored that
there could easily be some
records brought out of there.
Some advice for any of you
fortunates who may have been
drawn, is; take a compass,
and don‘t worry if you can't
find your tree; just sit down
anywhere, one or two, ten or
thirty, will probably come by.
Well, it seems everyone
must be getting their sights
set. I finally have a few deer to
report. Phil Morris harvest a




Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON hicCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE
Take 94 East our of Murray for 1 m.lifs Turn rife, an 280
2.54# IQ, 7 ,n.les pus, golnor s  ,
1?)orktop into tworamo and follow blacktop to your right
Tele hone 502-436-5483
BOW HUNTERS
Got that big buck that




Field Tested for 3 years.
Available for the first time this
season - a skunk scent that will
camouflage the hunter's ordor
in the field.
Two easy to handle solutions
Lasts all Season
No odor until mixed.
Ask at your local hunting
or Sporting Goods Store.
If not available call or Write:
Genii '4.95 each, In shook or money order tei.
Tex Isbell-Dept. 141
P. 0. Drawer CI









Fred Bear and Astronaut James Lovell of the President's
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports pause to enjoy the
outdoors during filming of a new Fred Bear movie in
Grayling this past February, Astronaut Lovell says that
once we leave high school we become so busy carving
out a spot in,ccutshvsen work that we neglect to carry ort
the physical activities we enjoyed in our younger days.
One of the aims of the President's Council on Physical 14
ness and Sports is to strengthen the physical fitness 4:4411-
Americans by the development of community-centered
and individual physical fitness and sports participation
programs. Forlurther informatlerrron how yciu can earn
the "Archery Award and other awards contact Butch
Greer, % The Murray Ledger S, Times, Murray, Kentucky
or Presidential Spoils Award, P.O. Box 129, Radio City
Station, New=kork, New York 10019.
Phil just began liunfing, and
with a little coaching from
Steve Pember, has become
quite an efficient hunter.
Ronnie Stone bagged a doe
also, and Mike Wright, who
moved into a deer haven down
in Tennessee, has Wined two
I heard also that Clair
Eversmeyer collected a nice
five-pointer last week also.
I've notice the rut is coming
on. so you might keep in mind
the scrapes you have found.




2 1441s Eort Nry 94 153-5693
Home of the longggg dozen
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1 Legal Notice 1. Legal Notice
NOTICE
OF PUBLIC NEARING
The general public is hereby notified that the
. Murray-Calloway County Airport Board intends
to extend the existing northeast-southwest 4000
foot by 75 foot runway by 1000 feet by 75 feet to
the northeast. Actual runway construction will
be On property now owned by the Airport Board.
The extension will, however, require the
relocation of the Collins Road to achieve the
necessary glide slope.
The Airport Board has filed an application for
funding with the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration at its Memphis, Tennessee District
Office and the- Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation, Division of Aeronautics for federal
funds to assist in the land acquisition, road and. 
utilitiesrelocation, runway and lighting ex-
tension, and VASI-2 relocation. As a prerequisite
for approval of the Grant, the Airport Board
must provide all interested and-or objecting par-
ties an opportunity to request a public hearing
. relative thereto. -
, Accordingly, a public hearing will be held at
the Murray City Hall Council Chamber on Mon--
day afternoon at 1:30 P.M., November 7, 1977, for
the purpose of discussing all. phases of the Air-
port development with particular reference to
economic, social and environmental effect of the
airport, its location, and how future development
will fit into the overall consistency of future
goals and objectives of existing community
plans.
Thf draft Environmental Impact Statement is
on file at the offices of the County Court Clerk,
City Clerk, and Airport Manager and may be
examined during normal business hours. A copy
may be obtained upon written request by Larry."--;_...,
D. McClanahan Si Associates, 200 East Franklin
Street, Gallatin, Tennessee 37066 and payment of
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requested to check the




ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO -171.1E A SE-eHECK
YOUR AD CAREFUIA Y
AND NOT/FY US PROM-





bring °RFS for extra
copies. Mae from any
size into srze
Wallets low as 24 cen 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service. addressed stamped
Artcraft, 118 South 12th, envelope to Fischer
753-0035. Free parking 'Enterprises, Box 127,














IN LOVING MEMORY of
Paschall E. Knight who
died October 22nd, 1976.
Sadly missed by his
urlfe, Mona.
5 Lost And Found
LOST GIRLS 3 speed
bicycle. Blue with straw
basket. Lost around
campus. If found call
Patsy 7594197 or return
where found,it. .
LOST VEST type life
preserver between
Canterbury and Ky.
Lake. Ralph Ray, 753-
1589.
6. Help Wanted
$ 2 0 0 W WElt-L
POSSIBLE_ stuffing
envelopes. Send a self-







LET ME WAKE UP!















































JESUS says in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
--in the name of the
Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost:
Teaching them to ob-
serve all things what-
soever I have com-
manded you: And, lo I
am with you always,
even unto the end ofthe
world." This directive
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon all
Christians today. Are
you obsetving all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy












work in alteration shop.
Send resume to Box 32F.
HO:SEKEEPER=I•ito 2














w.asb_ ancl_ lube person.




A'• salespeople, full or part





and consolidation. 6 per
cent interest 5,000 to
500,000. Call 502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m.
14 Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy_
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.





larger home near MSU
campus at about $27,000
to $30,000 range. Call
753-5620.
STANDING TIMBER by
the acre or footage. Call
498-8757.
-WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
• Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
15 Articles For Sale "
DUNCAN PHYFE buffet,





---4(7111111`s7 $67.99. WITUF ""
Hardware, Part. - .
15 Articles For Sale
SALE CLUB aluminum, $
piece sets, choice of
colors. $39.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE firewood, any.
kind or size. Phone 759-
9564.
SALE ALUMINUM
ladder 5'$12.88, 6' 314.83.
16' $18.88, 20' $24.88, 24'
$32.88. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
55 GALLON CORN syrup
drums with removable
tight fitting lid. $5.00
each. Call 7534953 Ky.
Candy Co. Almo, Ky. '
SALE ELECTRIC heater,




heavy lined, 2E" x 42",




sale. 13.50 per rick.
Delivered. 'Call 439-4731
or 437-4346,
SALE 4000 WAIT 4 stack










black and white T.V. 21
in..smeen. 350 Call 753-
3730 deer 5:30.
REAL NICE _ladies
clothing. Size 12-14. Like
Call 753-5544.
LITTLE Rot
4 to 6. Girls dotheo..slze










making or eating. Pete
Henson Old Murray and
Paris Road.
GIRLS CLOTHES, like
new winter coat size 6x,
excellent condition, $3.
Sizes 6 and 6x some 5.
Call 753-2856.
CROSS BUCK white
storm  door, $45. Call 753-
SALE LAWN MOWER




black and white T.V. set.
Call 753-7769.
16 Home Furnishings
KING SIZE bed, $85. Call





and chair. Good for






. 1953 JUBILEE *Ford
Tractor, plow, disc and
cultivator. A-1 con-
dition. Call 489-2188 after
5 p.m..
, TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, Shady 'Oaks
trailer ct. Call 489-2533.

























LTD with air, good. POO.
Chevrolet piekup, $350.
Call 437-4801.
SALE BALER twine; 9000
feet premium quality,
guaranteed, $10•99 pei























Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
light weight, ventilaged












Avoid Ces117 Nri• Ihrpor •
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
-Mew mewl old eperverl ever lib
yews. le eat sies ein memo eel la
is Nike/.
100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each.
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack
99 cents. _Heat 'bulb 250 -
watt, $1.19. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE BATH TUB faucets








SALE CHAIN saw chains
3e" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
bar, $8.95. 16" bar, $9.95,
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
$12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets and










































































sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




stereos at the lowest
prices in West Ky. We
service what we sell,
this includes lake area.
All work is ,guaranteed
so come to Sisseris
Zenith Sales and save.
Highway 94, 18 miles
West ,of Murray. Open
7:30-5:30, or anytime by
appointment, phone 1-
382-2174 or 382-2743.
27. Mobile Home Sales
TRAILER PLUS a- 00 x





Call 388-2430 after 4:30
p.m.
•
.4g1k. 3IE" X IC 31:1




located next to campus.
Recently redecorated.
Call 753-115115.







36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call. Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
38 Pets Supplies
WEIMERANER puppies,






MOBILE HOME for sale. REGLSTERED American
6 room, unfurnished, Eskimo Spitz' Puppies.
- garage, all utilities. On Call- 554-2153, Paducah.
lot 75 x 22:5 ft.,near High-
way 280. $7500. Call 436- AKC GERMAN
2733. SHEPHERD puppies.
.  Solid white. Call
1975 MODEL mobile-. Paducah, 554-2153.
home. Unfurnished, all
electric central heat and
air, underpinned,"
strapped, sidewalk and
double driveway on 'pi
Acre lot. Conrad Heights
Subdivision. $7,000.
Small downpayment,
balance like rent. Call
753-3745. .
FOR SALE OR RENT,
1976 Double wide mebile
home, like new. 24 x 60.
Call 474-2230.
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,




34/8 aftee 5: '
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at RiVieta Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30. Business Rentals




20 x 30. Call 753-5000 or
753-5595.
20' x 30' BUILDING,
concrete floor, excellent
condition. 21/2 miles 94
East. $50. Call 753-8216.
32. Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED one
bedroom apartment.
Inquire at 100 South  
13th.
FURNISffEb APART-





Male St. Bernard. 11/2












ABOUT 44 laying hens, 2
range Bettgles1MRStmb'




potatoes for sale. Half






some bottom Land, some
nice Umber. Four room
house, good mobile
home, good tobacco
Wm and Stock 'barn.
Tobacco base available.
Located N. W. of
Murray. Phone Kop-
pered Realty, 7534222
or visit our office it 711
.Main





GUY SPANN . TY
We go to extra tenths to
serve You. Your interest
and desire are our
primary concern.When







List Your Propstrty With Us
505 Mole Si. 753-4101
130•22-1C Two 20-amp NEMA
NORELITE GENERATOR type receptacles are provided for easy
plug-m of 120 volt AC tools and lights
• Develops 2.250 watts of continuous
power at 60 Hz, 120 volts s•ngle prune
A C • Four.cyVe air cooled engine
uses enclosed mechanical governor
tor long engine life • Spring mounts
at base prevent "walking -'• Groundin,
nal provided for safety • Optional
Ouietone" spark arrestor muffler
available • Wesght--75 lbs
$425
Murray Supply




This choice piece of property has 55 acres with 35
acres tendable, has stock barn, 2 corn cribs, 2
_car  garage with overhead doors; has a trailer
hook-up. House has 3 bedroom, bath, plus many
other features for country living.
Vow business is ohms appreciated at 11011111115 RAM
I 7- V t
Edna Knitild 753-490 Aim tequar6 753-24/7
Sam Knight 753-1910 tea Reel 753-414
Patsy Fun _753-63?6Pat Armstrong 430-1114
• Itairtnberts DPW* ' "
411 Sou* 12* St 753-14ST
 411W 
Punkin Threaten









lot. ..owner anxious to
sell.. .will consider
equity .and take up
payments. Loretta Jobs
'Realtor, 753-1492.
JUST LISTED - Duplex -














with each unit having 2
bedrooms located only 4
miles from Murray.
This property offers a







Honk located only ,1
mile from Murray, on




nice garden area, lots of











"Your Key To Happy
House Hunting"
711 Nairn 763-1222
HWY 641 NORTH. At-
tractive Stone and Brick
3 BR home. 114 acre
wooded lot. Cent heat &
air. Fireplace. 1 car
garage. Large porch
and patio. $45,000.




mobile home on 3/4 acre
lot. 3 bedroom, 1/2 bath
with central heat. Beat
the high cost of living
while enjoying over 900
sq. ft. of living area. Call
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate. 753-3263
anytime
"%COO WANT V1OLENCE I'LL
- GIVE %.(0l) VIOLENCE."
SUPERB-Small
Bungalow, 412 S. 10th.
Neat 2 bedroom, frame
home, modern kitchen, -
bath. Carpeted





807 N. 17th St. Ideal for
retired couple os
beginner home. This






driveway, carpet. In the
20'S. Call or come by 105












first floor ideal for car
repair, cleanup or
similar business. Two
• rented apartments on
the second floor. Owner
will include 1.37 acres of
land in rear of building
& !rants an offer.
Located within Murray









46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-new brick
home, with 5 acres.
Features 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, 25 ft. kitchen-
cabinets with built-ins.




drive to Paris, Ten-
nessee and Ky. Lake.
More acreage available.
Call 901-247-5518.
BY OWNER-3 bedroom, 2
bath, living room, den,
kitchen and dining
room. Efficiency cot-




College Farm Rd; „
BY OWNER-3 bedroom
frame home, 318 N. 7th.




garage, large lot, fenced
backyard, drapes, all
carpet, central air and
heat, many other extras.
Two miles from sown off
121 South. Phone 753-




Located on Quail Creek
Drive in Gatesborough.
Three bedrooms, 2
baths, large den with
wood burning fireplace,
living room dining area,
Kitchen with all built-
ins. Lots of closet, space
including walk-in. 2700
sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after
6 p.m.
BY OWNER-2 bedroom
remodeled house on 1
acre Has nice rich
gnrden piaci. Come by,
..sit Joe Hortin, Route 3,
Box 119, off of Highway
'E. 94. Behind Whites
Cam er Sales.
1973 354 HONDA.
Recently tuned up. New
back tire, new paint job,
new battery, 2 helmets.




SALE OILfilter, 41.49, air









TIRE SALE: Truck load,
4 ply polyester white
wall premium grade. 42-




, hazard. A78x13" $16.06
+ $1.74 FET; C78x13"
418.94 + -41.94 FET;
E78x14" + $2.30 FET;
F78x14" 421.15 + $2.44
FET; G78x14 or 15"
$2.so 
11711x15"1_22.4.23 $2.85_
FET; L78x15" $26.76 +
$3.13 FET. Wallin
ardware Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 TORINO GT eower
steering, air, 2 door •
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup, or 12
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.
-197t MONTE CARLO 350
,Automatic. Burnt
Orange with black vinyl
top. Factory wheels,
AM-FM. taper deck an4
tilt wheel, 54,000 actual








good condition. Call 753-
6215 or 753-8329.
1965 CHEVY BEL /ORE






steering, white and blue.




A 1977 Monte Carlo
Landua, only 7 mon-
ths old, perfect con-
dition, beautiful
light blue finish







753-2414 or after 5
p.m. call 759-1518.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 CORVETTE, new
paint, tires, side pipes,
pearl red with red in-








1972 M.G. Midget con-
vertible. Beat offer. Call
7534200.
1965 DODGE DART Slant
6 automatic. $200.00.
C.all 354-6217.
49 Used Cars & Trucks 51 Services Offered
1970 DODGE Challenger, 
TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 733-4707.$1000. Call 753-0464.
1174 MERCURY Marquis
Brougham. Everything





power, can be seen at
Ky. Fried Chicken. Call
753-7101.
1963 FORD FALCON
Future 2 door hardtop.
Low mileage, 6 cylinder
automatic. Extra clean.
Call 436-2427. •
1974 BLAZER, 4 Wheel •
drive AM-FM stereo, 1968 CHEVROLET
Automatic, goodyear pickup, 283 straight
tracker tires, power shift. $350. Call 480-2119.





10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires. '
Transmission needs
work. Call 354-8206 after
4 p. m.
1970 FIREBIRD Esprit




WE TAKE the mistery
out of new car
buying...and save you
money. That's how we
earn our fees. call for
free information or




left On engine warranty,
good mileage, Call Steve
Kkkert 474-7211. -
1 9 6 6 CHEVROLET
pickup, 1972 Buick Ltd.
Can be seen at 502 South
lith or call 753-8410....
1973 VEGA, red and white
sharp. 1971 Electra
Limited, local car, nice.
1972 Chefey car hauler.
1970 GTO, immaculate
ear,- sharp. -1952 Chevy
truck, good body. Runs
excellent. Call days 753-
0405, after 5, 753-0695.
FOR SALE 1965 Jeep
truck, 4 wheel drive. V-
3 speed, new tires,
1200-16.5 Good condition.
$1600. Call Gary Barrett,
Dover, Tn. days 615-232-
9425 or nights 615-232-
1972 GRAND PRIX model
J. Tilt wheel, AM-FM
stereo, good conclitiop.
Call 753-7879 after 5 p.m.
1973 CUTLASS, extra
nice. Call 492-8658.
FOR SALE 1974 Vega GT.
Four speed, 32,000
miles. One owner, very
clean, guaranteed. $895.
1863 College Farm Rd.




snow tires. 18 to 25 MPG.
$1495. Call 436-5548.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,








• Ky. Lake and Five Acres
Now is the time to look at this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
• home that was built in 1971. It is almost new on





-Pee **stop - MIMS 4letdrop , Intim
kr-Borrres-1-97%rree-4 954-
1975 OLDSMOBILE





`Starcraft dealer for both
travel trailers and fold
downs. 1978 models
arriving. We service




4 miles East of Murray





department at 1-24 and
Route 68, Cadiz, Ky. Call
422-8507
TWO SELF CONTAINED
callipers, 1st camper fits
pickup truck, 8' long, has
stove, refrigerator, porta-
potty, sleeps 4. 1972 Model.
IMO. 2nd camper 20' Layton,
TV., air condition, stove, full
bathroom, electric
rtungerator, built4n heater.
otge. Call .days 751-8133,
51 Services Offered
ELECTRIC WIRING











by Sears save on these
high 'heat and cooling.,
_ bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
nig* 442-7026.
NURSES AID will take
care of elderly person or
persons. Monday-
Friday. Call 753-6198.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 7534669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall






Company Inc. Air con-









decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson, 753-4545.
INSULATION SAVES






TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753- ,
7203.
HAVING TROUBLE
. getting': those small
Plutnbing. jobs done? '
Then calf ISS:604.
FOR BACKHOE --and
' bulldozing needs. Call






dow glass and glass







Small. White with brown
spots around ears and
eyes. Very gentle and
sweet. Will make a
perfect house Pet since
she is so small and quiet.
Has had distemper shot.
Call 753-3535 after 5 p.m.
FREE PUPPIES-half
beagle and rat terrier.
Phone 753-5410.
FREE - -wood shavings.











ficient ser vice. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x




patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-




steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30





DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumpe We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,




















Notice is hereby given that the Fiscal Court of
rollaway County, Kentucky, will accept bids on
Safety Vestibule and 16 lighting fixtures, and 4
plumbing fixtees for the Calloway Co,i,p3ty
described below until 4:00 p.m., Friday, ectober 21,
1977, in the Calloway County Juvenile Office, Cour-
thouse, Murray, Kentucky. Each bid must conform
to the specifications set forth or bells equivalent.
A. 16 Tamper proof Security Lights.
B. Safety Vestibule, tool resistant, 5'-0" x 5'-0"
C. 4 Institutional Plumbing fixtUres (Stainless
Steel)
-- Bids should include shipment delivered to con-
struction site.
Therightls reserveno-reject any or all bids or to
..waive any informalities in the bidding.
For any additional bid information contact Sandy
Lynch, at 753-0729.
FIXED UNTIL
Are you one who, every year, has your
bathroom "fixed"...this time "for good,"
you hope. But the next year its to do over
again. Its for sure you haven't used Mar-
ble and its for sure, you need to. Put your




Quality That Will Please
So. 9th 753-5719
Dear Newlyweds:
conitratutationc! Rent money is spent money -so lei us
show you how you can move into this 3 bedroom cot-
tagr....targe iivingtorwrryat-iwiritritrm_friired in the teens.




• 01140rNotiliv-' - -
LEMIINF lobs - 753-54:171.. Bill Payne - 743-9794
Helen Spann -753.4579 Iteenda 3oms - -53-8661
I





Charles Moody. 64, brother
of Rueben Moody of Murray
died Friday at 8:30 p.m. at
Veterans Hospital in Nashville
following an extended illness.
Mr. Moody, a lifelong
resident of Dover, Tn., had
_ _Igen _retired for some time
and was a member of the
Methodist Church.
Other survivors include his
wife, Viola Wofford Moody, a
daughter, Mrs. Diane Sexton
of Dover, a son, Carter, Moody,
a _student at Murray State
University, two sisters. Mrs.
Gladys Rushing of Kokomo,
AO Mrs Lois vshig (11 
• DoVer, ahrrthree brothers in
, addition to Rueben Moody,'
Grady Mocidy and Leon Moody
—of Dtker and Elvin Moody of
Murfreesboro, Tn.
Anglin Funeral Home of
Dover is in charge of funeral
arrangements which are
incomplete at this time.
Friends may call at the
funeral, home.
Bro. John Dale To
Speak Sunday At
Church Of-Christ
The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will have
worship services at 8:30 a.m.,
10:40 a.m., and six p.m. on
Sunday„ October 23, with Bro..
John Dale as theospeaker, and
Owen Moseley and Jerry Bolls
directing the song service.
"Converted, Concerned and
Constant" with scripture from
I Corinthanins 15:58 will be the
morning sermon topic, and
• Jesus Came taSave Sinners"
with scripture from I Timothy
Twelve Schools Entered Story Hours Planned
In Soil Judging Contest
Twelve colleges • and
universities will participate in
the 22nd annual Southeastern
Regional Soil Judging Contest
to be hosted by the Agronomy
Club at Murray State
University Friday, Oct. 28.
Headquarters for the
competition will be "the
Brandon Spring Group Camp
in the Land Between The
Lakes national recreation
area, according to Dr. John
Mikulcik, co-adviser of the
Agronomy Club with Dr.
Durwood Beatty.
Among the schools in the
competition will be the
University of Florida, Auburn
University, University of
Georgia, University of Ken-
tucky, North Carolina State,
University of Tennessee,
properties of the soil such as
texture, color, consistency,
structure, and modeling," he
explained.
All trophies to be preaented
at the conclusion of the
regional contest have been
provided by the Hutson
Chemical Co., Inc., of Murray.
University Church
To Hear Minister
"Are They Really Lost? IV"
will lie the subject of the
sermon by Bro. Kenneth
Hoover at the 10:30 a.m.
worship services on Sunday.
October 23, at the University
ChUrch of Christ. His
scripture from Hebrews 2:9-18
By Outreach Program
The Outreach Program, a
branch of the Calloway County
Public Library, will present a
special Halloween program at
all the regularly scheduled
Story Hours.
These include Story Hours
at the Library at 10:00 a.m.
and 3:00 p.m. on October 26 at
Ellis Community Center at
3:00 p.m. on October 28 and at
Douglass Community Center
at 3:00 p.m. on October 31.
All children are asked to
wear a costume for the fun
and activities. A surprise will
be given to the child with the
most original costume at each




Tennessee Peh, Timeee will be- —reed--4.1 - ;The . First Baptist Church -State, University of West Gargus.   - will- observe the ordinance ofVirginia, University of Ten- the Lord's Supper at the 10:45nessee in Martin, Clemson a.m. service and the or-University, and Virginia dinance of baptism at thePolytechnic Institute, seven p.m. service on Sunday,Murray State, as the host October 23.school, will not participate. Speaker for both servicesA panel of three judges from will be the Rev. Dr. Billthe U. S. Soil Conservation Whittaker with his morningService will judge the event., subject being "Examination,"Winners will represent the and his evening subject. "Theregion in the national soil Subjection of Wives," withjudging contest next spring, scripture from EphesiansMikulcik said the soil 5:21-24.
Gus Robertson, Jr., deacon
of -the week, and Randy
Sorrow, minister of youth, will
, assist_ in., the services. Wayne:.
Halley, minister of musicrwill
direct the church choir in
special music with Joan
Bowker as organist and Allene
Knight as pianist. A duet will
be sung by Phil and Sheila
Duncan at the morning
service, and Mr. Halley will
sing at the evening hour.
The flowers for the
sanctuary will be in memory
of Virginia Dale Paschall by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0:
T. Paschall.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Ray Clark, Mrs:David1:15. as the evening. sermon._ port- is the minister of the . The public is .-ttivited to Travis', Dr. and „Mrs. Rextopic. church ,with D. Hart assatlend, aApokesmaitSaid. Galloway, Mts. Randolph,Others assisting in the acolyte, B. Garnett as nursery
Mrs. Carney Andrus, Mrs.services will be Jack Ward, attendant, and -,K. Housemen-
methodist Church Orvis Hendrick, Miss Pat Sch-. Charles Reed, Bob LaMastus, and M. George as ushers.
melter, Mr. and Mrs. PatrickDavid Wright, Ted Howard,
Estes, Miss IMOzi Cathey, andMemorial Church Plans Services' Mr. and Mrs: Marvin Harris,
Paul Ragsdale, James Lamb,
Hine Sinter, Don_ Moseley,-




Jon T. Carpenter, 6an-y
Evans, Dale Chadwick, and
Gene Jones will serve on the
Extension Department.
131enda Manners will be teen
nursery helper.




Laura Lee Fones, a
sophmore at Calloway County
High,, won the talent contest at
the First District Beta..
Meeting. Miss Fones played
the guitar and sang a song
which she compOsed,-entitIK
The Gift".
She placed first in a field of
six entries. An ensemble from
Ballard County placed second,
and third place went to
Marshall Central which was
represented by a piano duet.
The talent is an annual
highlight of the fall First
District Beta Meeting. The
meeting was held at Hickman
County High School on
October 20.
judging is an academic
exercise.
"Students learn to identify
and classify different kinds of




Episcopal Church, 'Main and
Broach Streets, on Sunday
October 23, will be Holy
Communion at 8:30 a.m.,
Morning Prayer at 9:45 a.m.,
and Church School and Adult
The six p.m. sermon topic
for RD°. Hoover will be
-Baptism In Its Proper
Perspective" with scripture
from Romans 4:1-12 to be read
by Mark Alls. .
Ernie Bailey Will be song
leader with Wayne Williams to
make the announcements.
Prayers will be led by Robert
Hendon; Bob Melugin, Pete
Wyro, and Roland Goodgion.
Bible study will be at 9:30
Youth Day Planned
Sunday, St. John's.
The Youth of St. John's
Baptist Church will observe
its annual Youth Day with
special serVices on Sunday,
October 23, at three p.m. -
Guest speaker will be the
Rev. Lawrence Curby. pastoror the 'New Hope Baptist
Church, Milan, Tn. He is a
graduate of the American ,




Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Jerrell White, speak
at the 10:50 a.m. and seven
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, October 23. The Rev.
Ron Hampton is minister of
music with Margaret Wilkins
as organist and Diane Dixon
as pianist. •
Sermon topics will be "What
Ts. Your Life?" with scripture
from James 4:13-16 at the
morning hour, 'and -Sinning
By Not Doing the Right You
Know" with scripture from
James 4:17 at the evening
hour,
Special music will include a
-Xoltit by Mark' Wilson and a
song by the Adult Choir atthe
morning service. Claude
Miller, deacon of the week,
will assist in the services.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. with Elbert
Thomason as director and
Delbert Butts, executive
director of .the Temperance
League of Kentucky, as guest
speaker. Church 'Training
with J.T. Lee as director will
be at six p.m.
The Rev. Dr. James A.
Fisher, Sr., will speak on the
subject, "Majoring On
Minors," at the 8:45 and 10:50
worship services. on
Sunday, October 23. His text
will be from Matthew 6:24-34.
Greeters for Sunday will be
Susan and Wayne Blackford.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Senior High will study
'The Theology Found In
Modern • Music,' and the
Junior High will study "Your
Turning Points" at meetings
at '6:30 p.m. on Sunday. A
snack supper will be served at
5:30 p.m. with Dr. and Mrs.
Gene Schanbacher in charge
of a rrangernents.
Adult Great Books To
Meet, Public library
The Adult Great -Books
Discussion Group will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library on Monday, October
24, at seven p.m.
Phyllis Alvic will lead the
group in the discussion of Ivan
Illich's "Deschooling
Society."
Any person who has read the
book may take part in the
discussion, a spokesman said.
Idle Dollars
In A Checking Account
Earn You Nothing!
Your money can earn 5' compounded daily - from date of deposit to
the date of withdrawal - for an effective yield of 5.39%














Jim Clinkenbeard will be
the speaker at the Layman's
Sunday services at the First
Christian Church on Sunday,
October 23, at 10:45 a.m. John
Pasco, Jr., will-be the worship
leader. "I Do It And You Dolt
Too" will be the subject for
Mr. Clinkenbeard.
The scriptureleaSon will by
Scott Marvin with the morning
prayer by Don McCord,
prssident _of the ,Christian
Men's Fellowship. Rebecca.
Page will be the candle lighter
with Mr. and Mrs. Coleman
McKeel and Mrs. Tommy
__Marshall as greeters.
Elders serving will be Walt
Apperson and Harland
Hodges. Deacons will be
Henry Fulton, B. D. Hall, John
FQjijjlalI, Coleman 'McKeel,
Dan McKeel, and Robert
Puttoff.
Margaret Porter will direct.
the music with Maxine Clark
as guest organist. A solo, "Art
Thou The Christ," will be sung
by Larrie Clark.
The flowers on the corn-
. munion table will be by the
Wear-Helm Service Circle
Class in memory of deceased
'members.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. Vespers will be at six
• p.m. with Major McFerron as
speaker.
The God Squad will meet at
5:30 p.m. and the Senior Youth
Group at six p.m. on Sunday.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.4,
up 0.1.
Below dam 303.0, down 0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.4.
Below dam 313.2, up 1.1.




d in getting a
church started in
Murray, Ry.





Fire Marshal's Office Revealed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
J ulia n Carroll has received a
recommendation that the state Fire
Marshal's Office be transferred from
the Department of Insurance and
elevated to department status.
The recommendation was contained
in a report submitted to the governor by.
Dr. Ovid Lewis, a Northern Kentucky
University law professor who helped
head the state's investigation of last
May's Beverly Hills Supper Club fire. A
copy of the report was released by the
governor's office Friday without
comment.
The May 28 blaze at Southgate, Ky.,
killed 164 persons and state Fire
Marshal Warren Southworth was
suspended with pay by the governor
after a state investigation revealed
numerous violations of federal and
state building and fire codes.
A report Of the investigation already'--
tias been made public. Lewis'
supplemental report addressbs changes
in the state codes and reorganization of
the fire marshal's office.
Lewis recommended the office be
given department status in the cabinet
for public protection and regulation.
"There was sufficient evidence
adduced during our investigation that
the Department of Insurance is more
closely allied with the interests of
insurance companies and property
interests than with life safety," the
report said.
Acting Fire Marshal Bob Estep
agrees with the recortutinclation,'
Lewis said.
Lewis- recommended that all_ .
individual "with management and • few weeks" and said he foi-esaw no
organizational experitse" fill the fire further spread of nuclear weapons.
marshal's post. •
"The investigation of the Beverly
Hills fire revealed that the fire
marshal's office recordkeeping ,and
intra-office communication was'.
efully inadequate," the report said. _
Thus, it was virtually impossible to
ascertain whether new construction
personnel did communicate to general
inspection personnel the existing
-violation at Beverly Ellis," Lewis said.
Lewis also proposed a system of
certification of local fire inspectors
'based_ on a minimum training and
testing prerequisite. Until the standard
of competence, required 4s met, the-
state office would be resPonsiblela all
. inspections," Lewis said.
Lewis recommended tightening
,,sanctions available for violations of the
standards of safety. The recommended
penalties include a fine of not more than
$10,000 for willful or repeated violations
of the standards.
An advisory board to "evaluate the
adequacy of the existing regulations
and agency and propose changes as
well as monitor and evaluate the
effectiveness of the existing and
proposed system" should be
established, Lewis said.
Another recommendation was to
"eliminate the gap between law-in-the-
books and law-in-the action.
"Today, law is viewed functionally as
embodying not just abstract ideals and
principles, but also as an enterprise
designed to adjust the relations of
persons and to order their conduct M
our society," Lewis wrote. "It is not
enough to have an elegant set of rules.
"In the case of Beverly Hills we had
an excellent set of prophylact
provisions available in the life safety
code, national building code, and
national electrical code. But until
transmuted into living law, they were
merely paper rules without functional
impact on the be sought to be
regulated," Lewis said.
Lewis drew on a colleague's "eight
distinct ways to assure that the legal
enterprise fails." They range from
failure to publicize rules, enactment of
contradictory rules and failure to make .
rules understanding to constant and '
confusing revisions and rules that




In his Des Moines speech, Carter
predicted that "in a few weeks ... we
will have a SALT agreement that will
be a pride of our country, and following
that we will proceed to my ultimate
goal of reducing nuclear weapons
throughout the world to zero."
Although the President has been
publicly optimistic about the prospects
for a new arms agreement, he had not
forecast before so quick a resolution of
the issue.
Carter-Said there has long been a
"feeling that nothing could be done" to
halt the spread of nuclear armaments.
However, he cited international efforts
to meet nuclear power needs without
spawning weapons development. .
"I believe that we'll never see
another nation again added to that
horrible club that- -we'. started of
countries that have nuclear destructive
weapons...," the President said.
Plugging for his embattled energy
legislation now before Congress, Carter
argued that "we }Aye built into our
proposals adequate incentives to
depressed farm prices, Carter spent encourage oil and gas exploration and
Friday night here at the 1,600-acre farm production.".
of Woodrow Diehl and his wife, Mary. - - He said American producers of
Diehl, an organizer of Farmers for newly-discovered oil will receive "the
Varter_in Iowa last year, entertained.. highest price on earth... bt4atill the oil
President Lyndon 15. -Johnson on the companies want more. And unless we
same farm in 1966. stand firm, they may get it." ,
INDIANOLA, Iowa (API — President
Carter, in his first appearances in the
farm belt since last year's election, is
drawing more applause with foreign
policy statements than with his defense
of administration farm policies.
Carter's listeners at a Democratic
fund-raising dinner in nearby Des
Moines Friday night responded
enthusiastically as the President
predicted a news arms limitation
agreement with the Soviet Union "in a
The audience was equally responsive
as Carter voiced a new attack on the oil
and gas industry, particularly for some
of its television commercials that. he
said propagate myths.
For-the most part, however, the $50-
ticket diners sat quietly as Carter
spokes of administration efforts to
promote a stable, healthy farm
economy.
In this agricultural state, where there
is widespread discontent over
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THE WAGON THAT HAS ALL
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